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SECOND YEAR IPE QUESTION PAPER PATTERN 
 

Q.No Topic 
No. of 

questions 
given 

No. of 
questions to 
be answered 

Marks for 
each 

question 
Total 

                          SECTION - A 

1. Annotations from prose 4 2 4 8 

2. Annotations from poetry 4 2 4 8 

3. 
Paragraph answer questions from 
prose 

4 2 4 8 

4. 
Paragraph answer questions from 
poetry 

4 2 4 8 

5. 
Paragraph answer questions from 
short stories 

4 2 4 8 

                          SECTION - B 

6. Comprehension – Short Story 6 4 1 4 

7. Comprehension – Unseen 6 4 1 4 

8. Comprehension – Advertisement 6 4 1 4 

9. Comprehension – Non verbal data 6 4 1 4 

                          SECTION – C 

10. Punctuation Marks 10 8 1/2 4 

11. 
Match the meanings 
(one word substitutes) 

6 4 1 4 

12. Idioms and phrases 6 4 1 4 

13. Verb pattern 1 1 4 4 

14. Form filling 8 8 1/2 4 

15. Curriculum vitae / Resume 1 1 4 4 

16. Describing a process 3 1 4 4 

17. Letter writing 3 1 4 4 

18. Note making 1 1 4 4 

19. Accent / Stress marking 10 8 1/2 4 

20. Dialogue writing 3 1 4 4 

TOTAL MARKS 100 
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  0201   

 

   SET 

Total No. of Questions – 20    Regd.  
 
Total No. of Printed Pages – 5    No. 

 

ENGLISH 
PAPER-II 

Model Paper – I (BOARD) 
Time : 3 Hours                                      Max. Marks : 100 

SECTION – A 
1.      Annotate ANY TWO of the following in about 100 words each.   2 × 4 = 8  
 (a) Robbing children of their childhood is a criminal act, and our society must weed this   
      malaise out from the root. 
 (b) 'Potter, Sir. The 'sir' was somewhat delayed. 
 (c) Thought without action is abortion and action without thought is folly 
 (d) 'I am your teacher, and I'm the one you should criticize if I fail to maintain the standards I 
      demand of you.' 
 

2.      Annotate ANY TWO of the following in about 100 words each.    2 × 4 = 8 
 (a) And the front door is always locked? 
      And no rangoli design on porch 
 (b) Neither a borrower nor a lender be; 
 (c) If I ask for a flower, it gives me pink flowers!  
 (d) When you saw only one set of footprints, 
       It was then that I carried you." 
 

3. Answer ANY TWO of the following questions in about 100 words each.                 2 × 4 = 8 
 (a) Why does the teacher emphasize the fact that the students belong to the top class? 
 (b) What is happiness, according to Jawaharlal Nehru? 
 (c) What kind of change does the writer visualize in schools and homes? 
 (d) What quality of Gandhi does Nehru appreciate in the essay? 
 

4.      Answer ANY TWO of the following questions in about 100 words each.                  2 × 4 = 8 
 (a) Sketch briefly the character of Polonius, based on the poem.  
 (b) What kind of place … … …? What is that place? 
       Describe it with its sights, smells and sounds. 
 (c) Narrate what the Lord says to His precious child about that one set of footprints. 
 (d) The earth knows how to do magic! Support this statement with examples from the poem. 
 

5.      Answer ANY TWO of the following questions in about 100 words each.                 2 × 4 = 8 
 (a) Describe the conditions in which Alka lived.  
 (b) How did Sitaram try to help Nathu? 
 (c) The younger brother loves to play and studies whenever he feels it necessary. Yet he passes his  
       examinations. Explain. 
 (d) Describe Mallaiah's silent wail in the jail. Why did he cry silently? 
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SECTION – B 
 

6.      Read the following passage carefully and answer ANY FOUR questions given after it.                   
                    4 × 1 = 4 
 People were turned back from the counters and told to return the following day. They did not like 

the sound of that. And so they gathered outside on the steps of the bank shouting ‘Give us our 
money or we’ll break in!' and 'Fetch the Seth, we know he's hiding in a safe deposit locker! 
Mischief makers who  didn't have a paisa in the bank, joined the crowd and aggravated their mood. 
The manager stood at  the door and tried to placate them. He declared that bank had plenty of 
money but no immediate means of collecting it; He urged them to go home and come back the next 
day. 

 (i) Where did the people gather?  
 (ii) What did they shout? 
 (iii) Who aggravated their mood?  
 (iv) What did the manager try? 
 (v) What did he declare? 
 (vi) Write the synonym of 'fetch'? 
  

7.      Read the following passage carefully and answer ANY FOUR questions given after it.                    
             4 × 1 = 4 

Some students were asked to list what they thought were the present ‘Seven Wonders of the 
World’. The following received the most votes, in order of ranking: 
1. The Pyramids of Egypt 2. The Taj Mahal  3. The Grand Canyon 4. The Panama Canal   
5. The Empire State Building  5. St. Peter’s Basilica and 7. The Great Wall of China. While 
gathering the votes the teacher noted that one student had not finished her paper yet. On being 
asked why, the girl said that she was unable to make up her mind as there were so many 
wonders. Then the teacher said, “Tell us what you have, and maybe we can help.” The girl 
then read, ‘1. To see  2. To hear  3. To touch 4. To taste 5. To feel 6. To laugh and 7. To love’. 
The room became quiet. The things we overlook as being simple and ordinary are truly 
wondrous. A gentle reminder that the most precious things in life cannot be built by hand or 
bought by man. 
(i) What was the task given to the students? 
(ii) Name the first two of the seven wonders that got most votes.  
(iii) Why couldn’t  a girl of that class make up her mind? 
(iv) What are the first three wonders that the girl read out? 
(v) How do we often regard truly wondrous things? 
(vi) What does the girl’s response remind us of? 
 

8.      Study the advertisement given below and answer ANY FOUR questions given after it.  
4 × 1 = 4 
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 (i) What is the advertisement about?  
 (ii) What does the railways ban? 
 (iii) What is the punishment for carrying inflammables in trains?  
 (iv) What is the security helpline number? 
 (v) Write the motto of the South Central Railway.  
 (vi) What will decide your safety? 

 

9.      Read the pie-chart below and answer ANY FOUR questions given after it.  4 × 1 = 4 

 
 (i) What does the pie chart show? 
 (ii) How many factors contribute to the cost of publishing?  
 (iii) What is the expenditure incurred on Royalty? 
 (iv) The minimum expenditure is incurred on __________ 
 (v) What two factors together contribute to 50% of the total cost of publishing? 
 (vi) More money was spent on binding than on printing. Say true or false. 
 

SECTION - C 
 

10. Rewrite the following passage / sentences using EIGHT of the punctuation marks wherever 
 necessary.                                        8 × 1/2 = 4 
 having got the larger frame i looked more closely at my own country and wrote the discovery 
 of india in it i concentrated on my countrys past and the story of its development 
 

11.   Match ANY FOUR of the following words in Column ‘A’ with their meanings/definitions 
 in Column ‘B’.               4 × 1 = 4 
 (i) agenda             (    )    (a) the art of good handwriting. 
 (ii) pedestrian       (    )   (b) a  person  who  believes  in  the existence of God. 
 (iii) quarantine      (    )    (c) a list of things to be discussed at a meeting. 
 (iv) calligraphy     (    )    (d) one who is inexperienced or new to a job. 
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 (v) novice             (    )    (e) a person walking on a street. 
 (vi) theist              (    )    (f) confinement to one place to prevent the spread of infection.  
 

12.    Use ANY FOUR of the following idioms/phrases in sentences of your own.       4 × 1 = 4                                                                      
 (i) once in a blue moon         (ii) turn a deaf ear 
 (iii) thrilled to bits                    (iv) a hot potato 
 (v) apple of my eye                 (vi) rags to riches 
 
13.    Make FOUR meaningful sentences from the verb pattern given below.     4 × 1 = 4                    
 An example is given as a model. 
   

 

 
 
14.    Fill in the EIGHT blanks of the given bank form based on the information furnished below.                                            
                    8 × 1/2 = 4 
 You are Mr.K. Akash, you need to pay your MBA exam fee Rs.2000/- through a Banker’s 
 Cheque. Pay the amount in favour of The Director, Amrutha College of Management at the 
 Ameerpet Branch, Hyderabad. The exchange is Rs.30/-. You are taking the Banker’s Cheque 
 at SBI, Koti Branch, Hyderabad. 

 
 

15. Prepare a curriculum vitae in response to the following advertisement.   1 × 4 = 4 
   

 
 

Subject Transitive Verb Object 

I wrote this story 
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16.    Write a short paragraph describing a process of making tea for two people.                       1 × 4 = 4 
OR 

  Write a short paragraph describing a process on making a flower bouquet. 
OR 

  Write a short paragraph describing how you book a railway ticket. 
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17.    Write a letter to the Principal of your college requesting him/her to issue your transfer, bonafide 
 and conduct certificates.          1 × 4 = 4 

OR 
  Write a letter to the Editor based on the hints given below:  
  Plantation of trees - protecting them - rains - no water problems - adaption of 20 trees by one 

 person  - green earth - happy earth - quality life 
OR 

  Write a letter to the District Collector requesting him/ her to take necessary steps to close the 
 unused open bore wells which create a big threat to children. 

 
 
18.    Read the following passage and make notes.                        1 × 4 = 4 
  Adolescence is a time of life when a person's self esteem is known to fluctuate significantly. It is 

 estimated that up to a half of all adolescents will struggle with low self esteem .There are some 
 common indicators that suggest a teenager may have issues with self esteem. 

 
  One of the most observable signs of low self esteem is when a teenager walks everywhere with his 

 head pointed downwards and his chin stuck to the top of his chest. Teens with low self esteem 
 often feel like they want to hide and get through public situations unnoticed. Teens who feel that 
 they are not worth much may find it very hard to make eye contact with others when 
 communicating. They avoid making a connection because they assume others have the same 
 negative view of them as they do. Then again, the language teens use will often convey what it is 
 they believe. Phrases like "l am useless", "I always get it wrong," are examples of someone 
 expressing negative beliefs about who she is. 

 
  Teenagers who feel bad about themselves will often seek to be negative about others. This is 

 usually a defence mechanism. Often teens will be most critical of others who exhibit similar 
 qualities that they don't like about themselves. Feelings of worthlessness can also manifest in a 
 genuine fear of physical contact from others. When teens feel they are not valuable or worthwhile 
 they can crave attention. 

 
  Feelings of inadequacy in teens may also be manifested as excessive bragging about themselves, 

 their achievements, or appearance. They may speak too loudly and be aggressive in their tone. 
 They may also avoid social situations. Teens who have few friends or weak bonds with peers 
 commonly have low self esteem. 

 
19.    Mark the stress for ANY EIGHT of the following words.            8 × 1/2 = 4 
  (i) supermarket                    (ii) prime minister 
  (iii) employee                      (iv) examination 
  (v) project                            (vi) freedom  
  (vii) above                           (viii) engineer  
  (ix) delicious                        (x) historic 
 
20.    Write a dialogue between two friends who are going to join in an Engineering college in about 4 or 

 5 meaningful exchanges.         1 × 4 = 4 
OR 

  Write a dialogue between a student and the principal about establishing an English language lab at 
 the college. 

OR 
  Write a dialogue fixing an appointment with the doctor on the phone. 
 

wish you all the best
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PUNCTUATION 
 

 
 

(Module-1 Text Book page 25) 
Punctuation marks, like traffic signals, are visual indicators used in written/printed texts to make texts practical and 

meaningful. 
Types of punctuation: There are three types of punctuation. They are: 

A) End Punctuation  B) Internal Punctuation  C) Word Punctuation 

 

 Punctuation 

B) Internal punctuation 
- Semi colon 
- Colon 
- Comma 
- Quotation marks 
- Ellipses 

A) End Punctuation 
- Full stop 
- Question mark 
- Exclamation mark 

C) Word punctuation 
- Apostrophe 
- Hyphen 
- Capitals 

 
Now, let's look at their specific functions in detail. 

 
A. END PUNCTUATION 

 
1. Full stop ( . ) (also called 'period' in American English) 

It indicates the longest pause and always placed at the end of a sentence.  
It is used 
 

i) at the end of declarative and imperative sentences. 

Naveen is a university student. 
Come here. 
 

ii) after most abbrevations and initials. 

M.A. (Master of arts), B.Sc. (Bachelor of science) 
a.m. (ante meridian) 
  

iii) to separate hour from minute and date from month and year. 

The class begins at 7.45 a.m. daily. 
Vanitha was born on 5.12.2012. 

 

Note: Full stops are omitted (NOT used) 
 i) in acronyms when they are pronounced as a complete word . 

 NATO, UNESCO, VAT 
 ii) when the capital letter in the abbreviation doesn't stand for a complete word. 

 TV (Television),TB (Tuberculosis) 
 iii) in newspaper headlines. 

 Art is more than unbroken lines 
 Heat wave condition persists till May 

 

2. Question mark ( ? ) 

It is used 
 i) at the end of an interrogative sentence. 

 Do you like sweets? 
 ii) after question tags or similar words . 

 He likes music, doesn't he? 
 This is your car, right? 

Q.No: 10 
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 iii) after elliptical questions. 

 Doing well? In trouble? 
 
Note: A question mark is not used at the end of an indirect question, 

The principal asked me where I had gone. 
 
3. Exclamation mark ( ! ) 

It is used 
i) after an emotional expression of joy/sorrow/surprise/shock/anger, etc. 

How fabulous the movie is ! 
What a nasty experience it was ! 
 

ii) after an interjection or one-word exclamation. 

Pity ! She lost her father. 
Hurrah ! We won the match. 
 

iii) after an imperative sentence when it is charged with feeling (a strong command). 

Shut up !Go and bring your notebook. 
Get lost ! I need no explanation. 

 
B.  INTERNAL PUNCTUATION 

 
1. Semi colon ( ;) 

It makes a great pause in a sentence. The pause is greater than that created by a comma; weaker than a 
full stop. 
It is used 

 i) to separate main clauses in sentences not joined by a conjunction. 

 Mandela was honest. sincere and brave; all loved him. 
 Behave yourself well ; there all the honour lies. 

 
 ii) to separate parts of a sentence which has many commas. 

 Our team for the cultural competition consists of Rahul of class VII, from Medak; Geetanjali of class 
 VIII , from Nalgonda; Amrutha of class VI, from Warangal and Nalini of class X, from Karimnagar. 
 

 iii) between main clauses joined by connectives like besides, however, moreover, therefore.  

 It is a big mistake; however, you are excused this time. 
 I don 't need that bike ; besides it is too costly. 

 
2. Colon ( : ) 

 A colon is not often used. It indicates a fairly close interdependence between the units that it separates. The 
 sentence before the colon should be complete in itself, not a sentence fragment. 
 It is used 
 i) to introduce a list of items. 

 Send me the following items: art paper, pencils, ink bottles, clips. 
 Dictionaries have everything: meanings, word history, origin , antonyms, usage, etc. 

 
 ii) to anticipate a specific explanation of a general statement. 

 Cancer is dangerous: it kills lakhs of people every year. 
 This bike is very expensive: it gives hardly thirty kilometres a litre . 

 
3. Comma (,) 

A comma is the most frequently used mark of punctuation which provides a slight pause in a sentence. 
It is used 

 i) to separate more than two words of the same class. 
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James, Anthony, Raheem and Sunder are studying in the same school. 
Raghava is rich, clever, brave and honest. 

 ii) after an adverbial clause or a phrase . 

 After we had attended the party, we left for Delhi. 
 Born in Nepal, he was brought up and educated here. 
 

 iii) in non-defining relative clauses. 

 Mumbai, the business capital of India, is facing a severe water crisis. 
 My grandfather, who celebrated his 84th birthday yesterday, is a philanthropist. 

 
 iv) in letters, for salutation and complimentary close. 

 Dear Srinath, Yours sincerely, 
 

 v) to introduce direct speech and before question tags. 

 Jane said, "You are a good friend ." 
 Srihith is clever, isn't he? 

 
vi) after sentence adverbs. 

Fortunately, he was saved. . 
Suddenly, Leela left the meeting. 

 
vii) after introductory words and some expressions. 

Luckily, finally, accordingly, also , consequently, meanwhile, 
nevertheless, obviously, perhaps, however, therefore, of course, 
actually, besides, otherwise, for example, namely, infact, etc. 

I am to finish my project. Perhaps, the last one. 
Luckily, I got a good job. 
 

viii) to separate date / month from a year. 

15August, 1947, January 26, 1950 
 
ix) in writing postal address. 

24-7- 128/A, 
Srinagar, 
Hyderabad, 
Telangana. 
 

x) to separate interjections and other words like yes, no, oh, well, ah. 

Wow, what a surprise! 
Yes, he did it. 
Well, I explain it now. 

 
xi) after a noun or pronoun in the vocative case. 

Raju, come here. 
Sir, shall I come in? 
 

xii) to separate a name from a degree / department. 

He is Ashok, I.A.S. 
Meet Mr Bansal, the manager. 

 
4. Quotation marks (Inverted commas) (' ... .. .' ) / (" .. . .. ." ) 

Quotation marks are commas that are put upside down above the line of writing. They are single ('…….') 
 and double (" …….. " ). In British usage single quotations are used but in American usage they are usually 
 double. In handwriting double inverted commas are used in both the countries. 
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Quotation marks are used 
i) in direct speech. 

He said, "I am busy." "Who are you?" she asked. 
ii)  to enclose titles of stories, plays, poems, essays, articles. 

Tagore 's 'Geetanjali' is my favourite book. 
Have you read the article, 'New Mining Policy'? 

 
iii) to enclose a word or expression that is being defined. 

The word 'Panacea' means 'remedy for all diseases or troubles'. 
A 'back seat driver' is a passenger in a car who gives unwanted advice. 

 
iv) to mark quotations. 

Abraham Lincoln said, "Writing is the great invention of the world." 
 

5. Ellipses (…) 
Ellipses is the practice of leaving a word or words in a sentence when they are not necessary for 

 understanding. These are traditionally (three dots) used 
i) after a break in speech. 

His declaration was, 'The house caught fire ... ' 
 

ii) as an alternative to 'etc.' 

I bought fruits, nuts, rice , bread , water. . . 
 

iii) when a word or a phrase of quotation is omitted. 

Stone walls do not make a prison... 
(' nor iron bars a cage ' ) 

iv) to make a longer pause in dialogue. 

Come here . .. , try to understand me. 
 

 
C. WORD PUNCTUATION 

 
1.  Apostrophe ( , ) 

An apostrophe has two main functions. They are - 
 
i) to indicate possession. 

Nitya's dress (singular) 
Clouds' movement (plural) 
 

ii)  to indicate contraction. 

I'm (I am) don't (do not) won' t (will not) aren't (are not) 
 

Note: Look at the magic of an apostrophe here. 

It 's good. (It is good.) 
Its head is still. (The head of it is still .) 
It's got six legs. (It has got six legs.) 

2. Hyphen ( - ) 

The present-day tendency is to avoid using the hyphen wherever possible. 
However, the following cases require hyphens. 
A hyphen is used 
i) in compound words. 

Father-in-law, coal-mining, co-education, ex-president, up-to-date, 
pro-American, pre- school, semi-skilled worker, non-scientific. 

ii) in writing compound numbers from 21 to 99. 

Twenty-one, seventy-four, thirty-six 
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iii) in compound words formed from fractions. 

One-third, three-fifths, two-thirds 
 

iv) between two numbers to indicate range / inclusion. 

See the rules 1-6 (one to six). 
This book is the history of India, 1857-1947 (from 1857 to 1947). 
 

v) after a single letter joined to a noun or a participle. 

Y-junction, U-turn, T-shaped 
 
3. Capital Letters 

A capital letter is used 
i) at the beginning of a sentence and also in the beginning of the sentence in quotations. 

She is preparing for a test now. 
She said, "Light travels faster than sound." 

 
 ii) at the beginning of every line of a poem. 

The woods are lovely, dark and deep , 
But I have promises to keep. 
 

iii) with personal names / proper nouns and personal pronoun 'I'. 

Osmania University, Red Fort, Netaji, Bhagat Singh. Kalam, Mount Everest 
I am going to bed now. 

 
iv) with proper adjectives derived from proper nouns. 

Indian festivals, Chinese toys, Japanese dolls. 
 

v) with the first letter of a day / month / festival / special occasion / religion /class (group) / holy book / 

literary works 
Monday, June, Ramzan, Republic Day, Christian, the Tatas, the Ramayana, the 
Bible,Gitanjali,Malgudi Days 

 
vi) with high-ranking officials, heads of state, heads of religion.  

The Prime Minister. the Chief Justice, the Pope, the Queen of England. 
 

vii) with the first letter of God/Lord/Almighty and the pronouns that refer to them. 

Do you belive in God? 
 Pray to the Lord since He alone saves you. 
viii) with historical events. 

the First World War, the French Revolution, the Battle of Plassey. 
 

ix) with political parties, institutions, abbreviations of such names. 

The Communist Party, the College of Economics, UNO, UNESCO,WHO 
 
1. Exercises and Activities 
 
A. END PUNCTUATION 
I. Use appropriate end punctuation marks (full stop / question mark /exclamation mark) with the following 

sentences. 
 

1. Will you show me the book 
 
2. How intelligent you are 
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3. You like English, don 't you 
 
4. Stop the bus for me 
 
5. It is raining now 
 
6. What an idea 

 
II. Read the following paragraph and use appropriate end punctuation marks (full stop /  

question mark I exclamation mark) wherever necessary. 
 

Once upon a time there lived a duck and a kangaroo They were friends One day the duck asked the 

 Kangaroo, 'Dear friend, "How do you jump" The Kangaroo replied, "Ah it is very easy Do you love it" The 

 duck said, "Oh is it I would love to jump like you then The Kangaroo said, "Sit on my back I will take you 

 round the world" 

B. INTERNAL PUNCTUATION 
 
I. Use appropriate internal punctuation marks (semi colon I colon I comma/quotation marks I ellipses) in the 

following sentences. 
 

1. The monsoon failed this year too the country is in the grip of a famine. 
 
2. I wasn't just annoyed I was absolutely furious. 
 
3. Sumit said Where are you going? 
 
4. She worked hard she failed. 
 
5. 15 August 1947 It was the day on which we won independence. 
 
6. The man said I wasn’t wounded. 
 

II. Read the following paragraph and use appropriate internal punctuation marks  
 (semicolon/ colon I comma I quotation marks I ellipses) wherever necessary. 
 

 A teacher showed three toys to a student and asked Can you find out the differences After keen observation 

 the student said The first toy has holes in the ears the second one has holes in the ear and the mouth the 

 third toy has only one hole that is in one ear. The teacher was amazed and asked What do they represent? 

 
C. WORD PUNCTUATION 
 
I. Use appropriate word punctuation marks (apostrophe I hyphenI capitals) in the following sentences. 

 
1. this is my cousins car. 
 
2. gandhiji led the nonviolent movement. 
 
3. there are forty six boys in the class. 
 
4. these are my father in laws clothes. 
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5. we have semi skilled workers. 
 
6. i have an x mas tree. 
 
7. the woman accompanied her mother in law to the state bank of india. 
  
8. rahims father reads the koran during ramzan 
 
9. sartitas mother is a professor of chemistry at osmania university hyderabad 
 
10. zameer planned to go the golconda fort on the third monday of june along with shuli and safura her  
      sisters friend 

 
II. Read the following 'paragraph and use appropriate word punctuation marks (apostrophe I hyphen/capitals) 

wherever necessary. 
 

there was an old owl. everyday he used to see some incidents happening around him. yesterday he saw a 

boy helping his mother in law today he saw him shouting at her. the boys father in law was kind and gentle. 

the boy shouted at his father in law too. the owls curiosity grew more and more to know about the boy. 

2. Exercises 
 
I. Punctuate the following letter 
 

24-7/A 

bank street  

hyderabad 

27october 2015 

to 

the editor 

box no 128 

the hindu 

hyderabad 

dear sir 

with reference to your advertisement in todays newspaper for the post of an incharge of ads section i would like 

to apply for it before that let me be known of the details of the interview like date time and venue. 

yours faithfully 

manisharma 

 
II.  Punctuate the following dialogue. 

 

lasya  : hai kavya how are you 

kavya  :  fine what about you ive not seen you for a week 

lasya  :  ive been to my grandmas village for vacation 

kavya  :  oh how did you like it there 

lasya  :  fabulous what a pleasant life it was greenery cool breeze everywhere 
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kavya  :  you are right but we are living in towns nothing but concrete jungles 

lasya  :  but why don’t we start planting saplings ourselves 

kavya  :  good idea we should start soon 

lasya  :  ok lets meet here tomorrow again 

kavya  :  ok bye see you 

III. Insert punctuation marks in the following paragraph. 

 

two weeks ago i was amused when a friend who couldnt bear to sleep alone woke me up close to midnight 

at the hotel into which we had checked in. can we hire a double room im totally spooked she said 

 

    

               

 MODULE – I (page 9) 

Rewrite the following passage using capital letters and punctuation marks wherever necessary. 
 
gandhiji said that the greatest lessons in life are learnt from children not from learned men a child will fearlessly try 

before giving up as adults fearing failure we give up before we try 

Revision Test-1 (page 66) 

 
Rewrite the following passage / sentences using eight of the punctuation marks wherever necessary. 
                8 x ½ = 4 

whatever little i learnt about being a parent i learnt by observing my children and letting them teach me 

but one day my son said dad I found a pen in the class and I brought it home 

MODULE – II (page 77) 

Punctuate the following sentences. 
 
1. you know that i once wrote the discovery of india 
 
2. i was engaged in that quest long before i wrote that book 
 
3. it was not mere curiosity that led me to that quest 

        Revision Test 2 (page 112) 

 
Rewrite the following passage / sentences using four of the punctuation marks wherever necessary. 
             4 x ½ = 2 

you know that i once wrote a book called the discovery of india. 
 
MODULE – III (page 121) 

 
Rewrite the following sentences using capital letters and punctuation marks wherever necessary. 
 
1. i am your teacher and i think it right and proper that i should let you know something of my plans for this 

class 

2. at this moment the door was flung open and pamela dare rushed in somewhat breathlessly to take her seat 

FROM ALL MODULES 
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MODULE – IV (page 171) 

 
Rewrite the following passage using capital letters and punctuation marks wherever necessary. 
 

chemical and biological warfare like nuclear warfare could one day destroy mankind the weapons used 

destroy not merely the enemy but vast civilian population as well 

MODULE – V (page 224) 

 
Rewrite the following lines using capital letters and punctuation marks wherever necessary. 
 
1. so what have i got to complain about nothing of course im not complaining 

 

2. all right you can stop now if you want to i mean stay around for a swim or something its all right with us 

 

  MODULE – VI (Model Question paper, page 289) 

 
Rewrite the following passage / sentences using eight of the punctuation marks wherever necessary. 
             8 x ½ = 4 

 
having got the larger frame i looked more closely at my own country and wrote the discovery of india in it i 

concentrated on my countrys past and the story of its development 

 
KEY 

 
 

1. Exercises and Activities 
 
 

A. END PUNCTUATION 
 
I. Use appropriate end punctuation marks (full stop / question mark /exclamation mark) with the following 

sentences. 
 

1. Will you show me the book? 
 
2. How intelligent you are! 
 
3. You like English, don 't you? 
 
4. Stop the bus for me. 
 
5. It is raining now. 
 
6. What an idea! 

 

II. Read the following paragraph and use appropriate end punctuation marks (full stop /  
question mark I exclamation mark) wherever necessary. 
 

Once upon a time there lived a duck and a kangaroo. They were friends. One day the duck asked the 
 Kangaroo, “Dear friend, how do you jump?” The Kangaroo replied, “Ah! It is very easy. Do you love it?”  

The duck said, “Oh! Is it? I would love to jump like you then.” The Kangaroo said, “Sit on my back. I will 
 take you round the world.” 
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B. INTERNAL PUNCTUATION 
 
I. Use appropriate internal punctuation marks (semi colon I colon I comma/quotation marks I ellipses) in the 

following sentences. 
 

1. The monsoon failed this year too; the country is in the grip of a famine. 

 
2. I wasn't just annoyed; I was absolutely furious. 

 
3. Sumit said, “Where are you going?” 

 
4. She worked hard; she failed. 

 
5. 15 August 1947: It was the day on which we won independence. 

 
6. The man said, “I wasn’t wounded.” 

 
II. Read the following paragraph and use appropriate internal punctuation marks  
 (semicolon/ colon I comma I quotation marks I ellipses) wherever necessary. 
 
A teacher showed three toys to a student and asked, “Can you find out the differences?” After keen observation, 

the student said, “The first toy has holes in the ears; the second one has holes in the ears and the mouth; and the 

third toy has only one hole: that is in one ear.” The teacher was amazed and asked, “What do they represent?” 

 
C. WORD PUNCTUATION 
 
I. Use appropriate word punctuation marks (apostrophe I hyphenI capitals) in the following sentences. 

 
1. This is my cousin’s car. 

 
2. Gandhiji led the non-violent movement. 

 
3. There are forty-six boys in the class. 

 
4. These are my father-in-law’s clothes. 

 
5. We have semi-skilled workers. 

 
6. I have an x-mas tree. 

 
7. The woman accompanied her mother-in-law to the State Bank of India. 

  
8. Rahim’s father reads the Koran during Ramzan. 

 
9. Sartita’s mother is a professor of chemistry at Osmania University, Hyderabad. 

 
10. Zameer planned to go the Golconda fort on the third Monday of June along with Shuli and Safura, her  
      sisters’ friends. 
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II. Read the following 'paragraph and use appropriate word punctuation marks (apostrophe I hyphen/capitals) 

wherever necessary. 
 

There was an old owl. Everyday he used to see some incidents happening around him. Yesterday he saw a 

boy helping his mother-in-law. Today he saw him shouting at her. The boy’s father-in-law was kind and 

gentle. The boy shouted at his father-in-law too. The owl’s curiosity grew more and more to know about the 

boy. 

2. Exercises 
 
I. Punctuate the following letter 
 

24-7/A 

Bank Street  

Hyderabad 

27 October 2015 

To 

The Editor 

Box No 128 

The Hindu 

Hyderabad 

Dear Sir 

With reference to your advertisement in today’s newspaper for the post of an in- charge of ads section, I would 

like to apply for it. Before that, let me be known of the details of the interview like date, time, and venue. 

Yours faithfully 

Manisharma 

 
II.  Punctuate the following dialogue. 
 

Lasya  : Hai, Kavya. How are you? 

Kavya  :  Fine. What about you? I’ve not seen you for a week. 

Lasya  :  I’ve been to my grandma’s village for vacation. 

Kavya  :  Oh! How did you like it there? 

Lasya  :  Fabulous! What a pleasant life it was! Greenery, cool breeze everywhere. 

Kavya  :  You are right. But we are living in towns. Nothing but concrete jungles! 

Lasya  :  But, why don’t we start planting saplings ourselves? 

Kavya  :  Good idea! We should start soon. 

Lasya  :  Ok. Let’s meet here tomorrow again. 

Kavya  :  Ok. Bye, see you. 

 
III. Insert punctuation marks in the following paragraph. 

 

Two weeks ago, I was amused when a friend who couldn’t bear to sleep alone, woke me up close to 

midnight, at the hotel into which we had checked in. “Can we hire a double room? I’m totally spooked,” she 

said. 
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               MODULE – I (page 9) 

Rewrite the following passage using capital letters and punctuation marks wherever necessary. 
 
Gandhiji said that the greatest lessons in life are learnt from children, not from learned men. A child will fearlessly try 

before giving up. As adults, fearing failure, we give up before we try. 

Revision Test-1 (page 66) 
 

Rewrite the following passage / sentences using eight of the punctuation marks wherever necessary. 
                  8 x ½ = 4 
Whatever little I learnt about being a parent, I learnt by observing my children and letting them teach me. 

But one day, my son said, “Dad, I found a pen in the class and I brought it home.” 

 

MODULE – II (page 77) 

Punctuate the following sentences. 
 

1. You know that I once wrote The Discovery of India. 
 
2. I was engaged in that quest long before I wrote that book. 
 
3. It was not mere curiosity that led me to that quest. 

 

        Revision Test 2 (page 112) 
 

Rewrite the following passage / sentences using four of the punctuation marks wherever necessary. 
             4 x ½ = 2 
You know that I once wrote a book called The Discovery of India. 

 
MODULE – III (page 121) 

Rewrite the following sentences using capital letters and punctuation marks wherever necessary. 
1. “I am your teacher, and I think it right and proper that I should let you know something of my plans for this 

class.” 

2. At this moment the door was flung open and Pamela Dare rushed in, somewhat breathlessly, to take her 

seat. 

MODULE – IV (page 171) 

Rewrite the following passage using capital letters and punctuation marks wherever necessary. 
Chemical and biological warfare, like nuclear warfare, could one day destroy mankind; the weapons used 

destroy not merely the enemy but vast civilian population as well. 

MODULE – V (page 224) 

Rewrite the following lines using capital letters and punctuation marks wherever necessary. 
 
1. So, what have I got to complain about? Nothing, of course! I’m not complaining. 

2. All right, you can stop now, if you want to. I mean, stay around for a swim, or something; it’s all right with us. 

 
  MODULE – VI (Model Question paper, page 289) 

Rewrite the following passage / sentences using eight of the punctuation marks wherever necessary. 
             8 x ½ = 4 
Having got the larger frame, I looked more closely at my own country and wrote The Discovery of India. In it I 

concentrated on my country’s past and the story of its development. 

FROM ALL MODULES 
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ONE WORD SUBSTITUTES 

 
 

         (Text book Module – I : Page 34) 
 

 We can master our vocabulary by learning one-word substitutes. A one-word substitute, as its name 

indicates, is a word that replaces a group of words. The knowledge of one word substitutes not only saves time 

while writing but also helps you in scoring good marks in competitive examinations. 

Given below is a list of words to enrich your vocabulary. 

1. agenda  a list of things to be discussed at a meeting  

2. agnostic  a person who claims neither faith nor disbelief in the existence of 
God  

3. altruism  unselfish interest in the welfare of others  

4. amateur  one who engages in an activity as a pastime rather than as a 
profession  

5. ambidextrous  able to use both hands equally well  

6. ambiguous  having more than one meaning and so, is unclear  

7. amphibious  living on land as well as in water  

8. anarchist  one who rebels against authority or established order  

9. anarchy  the absence of government or control in a society  

10. annihilation  complete destruction of something  

11. anonymous  (a person) not identified by name, of unknown name  

12. anthology  a collection of poems or stories  

13. antidote  a substance that can act against the effect of poison  

14. antiseptic  a medicine that prevents infection  

15. archaeology  the study of life and culture of ancient people through the 
excavation of sites  

16. atheist  a person who does not believe in the existence of God  

17. .audience  a number of people listening to a lecture or a concert  

18. autobiography  the life history of a person written by himself herself  

19. autonomous  (an organization) having the freedom to govern itself or control its 
own affairs 

20. benefactor  one who gives money or help to another person or cause  

21. bibliophile  a person who loves reading and keeping books  

22. biography  a story of someone's life written by another person  

23. bouquet  an attractively arranged bunch of flowers given as a present or to 
welcome someone 

24. calligraphy  the art of good handwriting  

25. cannibal  a person who eats human flesh  

26. cantonment  a permanent station for soldiers, garrison  

27. cardiologist  a doctor who treats heart diseases  

28. celibacy  the state of remaining unmarried (especially for religious reasons) 

29. chronicle  a record of historical events  

Q.No: 11 
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30. colleagues  people who work in the same organization  

31. contemporary  living or occurring at the same time  

32. cosmopolitan  an outlook that is influenced by people from all over the world 

33. dermatologist  a doctor who treats skin diseases  

34. drought  prolonged period of abnormally low rainfall  

35. edible  fit to be eaten as food by humans  

36. egoist (egotist)  a selfish person who talks and thinks of himself/herself  

37. encyclopedia  a book of information covering all subjects  

38. endemic  (disease) regularly found in a particular area or among particular 
people 

39. ephemeral  lasting for a very short time 

40. epidemic  the spread of an infectious disease in a very short time in a place 

41. epitaph  a short text written on a tombstone  

42. epitome  the perfect example of some thing  

43. etiquette  the rules of accepted polite behaviour in a society  

44. etymology  the study of the origin, history and meaning of words 

45. extempore  spoken or done without any preparation  

46. faction  a small organized dissenting group within a larger one (especially 
in politics) 

47. fanatic  a person with extreme and irrational beliefs in politics or religion 

48. feminist  a person who fights for the rights of women  

49. garage  a place for keeping cars  

50.  glossary  a list of terms in a text with their explanation  

51.  glutton  one who eats excessively  

52.  gregarious  ( of people) who love the company of others  

53.  gymnasium  a room that has equipment for physical exercises  

54.  herbarium  a collection of dried plants  

55.  iconoclast  one who attacks established and cherished beliefs  

56.  illiterate  a person who cannot read or write  

57.  imminent  about to happen in the immediate future  

58.  incorrigible  (of people or their behaviour) that cannot be corrected or changed 

59.  indefatigable  able to work for a long time without becoming tired  

60.  indelible  (a mark) that cannot be erased easily  

61.  inevitable  that which will happen and cannot be avoided  

62.  infallible  incapable of making mistakes  

63.  inflammable  a substance that catches fire quickly  

64.  insolvent  unable to pay debts  

65.  introspection  the examination of one's own thoughts and feelings  

66.  invincible  too strong to be defeated  

67.  invisible  that which cannot be seen  

68.  irrevocable  Something that cannot be changed  

69.  kennel  a house of shelter for a dog  
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70.  lethal  designed to cause death  

71. loquacious talking a lot or too much 

72.  maxim  a short statement expressing a general truth or rule of conduct  

73.  memento  something kept in the memory of an event  

74.  mercenary  concerned with making money at the expense of ethics 

75.  misanthrope  a person who hates mankind  

76.  mortuary  a place where dead bodies are kept for some time  

77.  museum  a place where objects of art are displayed  

78.  notorious  well known for some bad quality  

79.  novice  one who is inexperienced or new to a job  

80.  nuance  a slight difference in meaning that is difficult to detect  

81.  obsolete  something which is out of date  

82.  omnipotent  having unlimited power  

83.  omniscient  having complete or unlimited knowledge  

84.  opaque  that which cannot be seen through, non-transparent 

85.  optimist  one who looks at the bright side of things  

86. ornithology the scientific study of birds 

87. orthopedist one who treats conditions involving the musculo-skeletal system 

88. pediatrician a doctor who treats the diseases of children 

89. palindrome a word or phrase that reads the same backwards or forwards. 

 Example: madam 

90. panacea a medicine which cures all diseases, a solution for all problems 

91. patent sole right to produce or sell an invention 

92. peccadillo a minor offence or mistake 

93. pedestrian a person walking on a street 

94. penchant strong taste or liking for something 

95. perennial lasting for a long or apparently infinite time, continually recurring 

96. peregrination a long slow journey ,especially on foot 

97. pessimist one who looks at the dark side of things 

98. philanthropist a person who helps the needy 

99. physician one who attends to sick people and prescribes medicines 

100. plumber a person who fits and repairs water pipes 

101. polyglot one who is well versed in many languages 

102. professional a person with proven practical knowledge in a field 

103. quarantine confinement to one place to prevent the spread of infection 

104. seismograph an instrument for detecting earth quakes 

105. somnambulism the habit or activity of walking in sleep 

106. spendthrift a person who wastes money 

107. stalwart a loyal supporter of an organization 

108. stoic one who is indifferent to pleasure or pain 

109. surgeon one who is trained to perform medical operations  
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110. teetotaller one who never take s alcoholic drinks 

111. theist a person who believes in the existence of God 

112. unanimous (a decision that is) accepted by all 

113. universal affecting, or done , by all people and things in the world 

114. verbose using more words than required 

115. veteran someone who has a lot of experience in a field 
 

 

 
Exercises                (Page No. 44) 

1. Match the following words with their meanings/definitions: 

i)  acrophobia  ( ) a)  fear of closed or confined 
spaces  

ii)  atychiphobia  ( ) b)  fear of writing  

iii)  agoraphobia  ( ) c)  fear of blood  

iv)  claustrophobia  ( ) d)  fear of heights  

v)  graphophobia  ( ) e)  'fear of failure  

vi)  hematophobia  ( ) f)  fear of being alone in open 
spaces 

   g) fear of cats  

   h) fear of snakes  
 

2. Match the following words with their meanings/definitions: 

i)  antiseptic ( ) a)  confine to one place to avoid spread 
of infection 

ii)  immune ( ) b)  a medicine that causes vomiting 

iii)  anaesthetic ( ) c)  a condition caused by lack of blood 

iv)  anaemia ( ) d)  to disinfect with smoke 

v)  quarantine ( ) e)  a substance that kills germs like 
bacteria 

vi)  fumigate ( ) f)  a medicine that makes one unable to 
feel pain 

   g) resistant to a particular disease or 
toxin 

   h) a disease caused by a virus 

3. Match the following words with their meanings/definitions: 

i)  peregrination ( ) a)  a short journey for pleasure 

ii)  sojourn ( ) b)  a journey to a holy place for religious 

reasons 

iii)  pilgrimage ( ) c)  travelling from one place to another 

iv)  voyage ( ) d)  temporary stay in a place away from home 

v)  cruise ( ) e)  a long journey by sea or in space 

vi)  expedition ( ) f)  a sea trip taken for pleasure or as a 

vacation 

   g) a long, slow journey, especially on foot 

   h) a purposeful journey by a group of people 
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4. Match the following words with their meanings/definitions: 

i)  museum ( ) a)  people listening to a lecture or a musical 
programme 

ii)  sanctuary ( ) b)  a room that has equipment for physical exercises 

iii)  observatory ( ) c)  a room in hospital where dead bodies are kept 
before cremation 

iv)  stadium ( ) d)  a building where monks live 

v)  gymnasium ( ) e)  a building where objects of historical, artistic or 
cultural interest are kept  

vi)  monastery ( ) f)  an area where birds and animal s are protected 

   g) a building which has facilities and equipment to 
observe stars 

   h) a sports ground with tiers of seats for spectators 

 
5. Match the following words with their meanings/definitions: 

i)  ambitious ( ) a)  excessively talkative 

ii)  happy-go-lucky ( ) b)  hardworking 

iii)  garrulous ( ) c)  truthful and honest in expressing one’s opinions 

iv)  ebullient ( ) d)  cheerfully unconcerned about the future 

v)  frank ( ) e)  bubbling with energy and enthusiasm 

vi)  industrious  ( ) f)  showing a strong desire and determination to 
succeed 

   g) a person who hates mankind 

   h) a person who helps others 

 
6. Match the following words with their meanings/definitions: 

i)  sentence (n)  ( ) a)  declare that someone is not guilty of a crime 

ii)  charge (n)  ( ) b)  declare that someone is guilty of a crime  

iii)  acquit  ( ) c)  the judgment by a judge or court of law after 
the trial  

iv)  convict (v)  ( ) d)  an individual or company sued or accused in a 
court of law  

v)  parole  ( ) e)  an accusation made formally against a prisoner 
brought to trial  

vi)  verdict  ( ) f)  the punishment given to a person found guilty 
by a court  

   g) a person who has committed a crime  

   h) the release of a prisoner, temporarily, on 
promise of good behaviour  

 
7. Match the following words with their meanings/definitions: 

i)  bouquet ( ) a)  a decoration made of flowers to be worn round the 
neck 

ii)  banner ( ) b)  a bunch of flowers tied together to be given as a gift 

iii)  bunting ( ) c)  a circular arrangement of flowers and 

leaves to be placed on a grave 

iv)  wreath ( ) d)  a chain of flowers or coloured papers hung in a curve 
for decoration 
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v)  garland ( ) e)  rows of brightly coloured small flags and cloths hung 
across roads as . decoration for a special purpose 

vi)  festoon ( ) f)  a piece of cloth with an emblem or slogan written on it 

   g) a place where flowers are sold 

   h) a place where herbs are grown 

 
 
8. Match the following words with their meanings/definitions: 

i)  architect  ( ) a)  a person who fits and repairs water pipes  

ii)  chef  ( ) b)  one who sells flowers  

iii)  plumber  ( ) c)  one who flies an aeroplane  

iv)  sculptor  ( ) d)  one who plans the construction of a building  

v)  florist  ( ) e)  a professional cook, typically the head cook in a 
restaurant  

vi)  pilot  ( ) f)  an artist who carves in stone  

   g) one who lives in caves 

   h) one who makes men's clothes  

 
 
9. Match the following words with their meanings/definitions: 

i)  etymology ( ) a)  the study of rocks 

ii)  anthropology ( ) b)  the study of handwriting and of written and printed 
symbols 

iii)  ornithology ( ) c)  the study of micro-organisms such as bacteria or 
virus 

iv)  microbiology ( ) d)  the study of the human mind and behaviour 

v)  graphology ( ) e)  the comparative study of human societies and 
cultures and their development 

vi)  psychology ( ) f)  the study of the origin, history and meanings of 
words 

   g) the scientific study of birds 

   h) the study and treatment of tumours 

 
 
10. Match the following words with their meanings/definitions: 

i)  feast ( ) a)  a person who eats excessively 

ii)  brunch ( ) b)  a light meal in the evening 

iii)  banquet ( ) c)  a late morning meal eaten in stead of breakfast and 
lunch 

iv)  breakfast ( ) d)  a meal eaten in the middle of the day 

v)  supper ( ) e)  a formal meal for a large number of people 

vi)  fast ( ) f)  a large meal on a day of celebration 

   g) to eat no food for a period of time 

   h) the first meal of the day 
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(Module – I: Page 5) 
 

1. Match the following words in Column-A with their definitions/ meanings in Column-B 

 A   B 

i)  colleague ( ) a)  a person who actively promotes human welfare, especially by 
making financial donations 

ii)  contemporary ( ) b)  a person who believes that God does not exist 

iii)  philanthropist ( ) c)  A person who collects or studies stamps 

iv)  atheist ( ) d)  A person who lives or lived at the same time as somebody else 

v)  philatelist ( ) e)  a person that you work with in a profession or a business 
 

(Revision Test – I : Page 66) 
 

2. Match the following words in Column-A with their definitions/ meanings in Column-B. 

 

 A   B 

i)  contemporary  ( ) a)  a place where medicines are compounded  

ii)  laboratory  ( ) b)  a transparent tank in which fish and other  water creatures and 
plants are kept 

iii)  aquarium  ( ) c)  a building in which objects of artistic, cultural historical interest are 
exhibited 

iv)  museum  ( ) d)  a room or building used for conducting scientific research 

v)  dispensary  ( ) e)  the type of place that an animal normally lives in 

vi) habitat  ( ) f) a person who lives at the same time as somebody else 

 

(Module – II: Page 74) 

3. Match the following words in Column-A with their definitions/ meanings in Column-B. 

 

 A   B 
i)  autobiography ( ) a)  a skilled work man who repairs machinery 

ii)  overseer ( ) b)  a sudden wish to do something 

iii)  mechanic ( ) c)  an expert in the techniques of a particular work 

iv)  technician ( ) d)  some special work 

v)  genius ( ) e)  one who has an exceptional capacity of the mind 

vi) perspective ( ) f) one whose duty is to take charge of a work and see that it is 
properly done 

vii) mission ( ) g) apparent relation between different aspects of a problem  

viii) impulse ( ) h) the story of one's own life 

ix) university ( ) i) one who leads or one who is in the forefront 

x) torch-bearer ( ) j) an institution which offers UG & PG courses and where research 
is carried out 

 

 

 

 

FROM ALL MODULES 
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(Revision test - II: Page 113) 

4. Match the following words in Column-A with their definitions/ meanings in Column-B. 

 A   B 

i)  colleague  ( ) a)  a skilled workman who repairs machinery  

ii)  overseer  ( ) b)  an expert in the techniques of a particular work  

iii)  mechanic  ( ) c)  one who has an exceptional capacity of the mind  

iv)  technician  ( ) d)  one whose duty is to take charge of a work and see that it is 
properly done  

v)  genius  ( ) e)  apparent relation between different aspects of a problem  

vi) perspective  ( ) f) one who works in the same office or organization  

 

(Module – III: Page 120) 

5. Match the following words in Column-A with their definitions/ meanings in Column-B. 

 A   B 

i)  assembly ( ) a)  polite bahaviour 

ii)  register ( ) b)  the name that is shared by the people in a family 

iii)  childhood ( ) c)  shrink with fear 

iv)  courtesy ( ) d)  relating to the work that is done in a person’s home 

v)  surname ( ) e)  period of time when a person is a child 

vi) quail ( ) f) all the notes of a human voice 

vii) domestic ( ) g) a group of people who have gathered together 

viii) moment ( ) h) an unfriendly state or attitude 

ix) deportment ( ) i) a very short period of time 

x) hostility ( ) j) the way a person behaves, stands and moves especially in a 
formal situation 

 

(Module – IV: Page 168) 

6. Match the following words in Column-A with their definitions/ meanings in Column-B. 

 A   B 

i)  soporific  ( ) a)  without life  

ii)  germicide  ( ) b)  (water) fit for drinking  

iii)  antidote  ( ) c)  to go from bad to worse  

iv)  autopsy  ( ) d)  the relation between living beings and the environment  

v)  cosmology  ( ) e)  a drug or other substance that induces sleep  

vi) cannibal  ( ) f) science of the origin of the universe  

vii) ecology  ( ) g) medical examination of a dead body  

viii) potable  ( ) h) a medicine that counteracts the effect of another medicine  

ix) inanimate  ( ) i) somebody who eats human flesh  

x) deteriorate  ( ) j) a medicine that kills germs  
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(Revision test – IV: Page 210) 

7. Match the following words in Column-A with their definitions/ meanings in Column-B. 

 A   B 

i)  acrophobia  ( ) a)  fear of closed spaces 

ii)  atychiphobia  ( ) b)  fear of writing  

iii)  agoraphobia ( ) c)  fear of blood  

iv)  claustrophobia ( ) d)  fear of heights  

v)  graphophobia  ( ) e)  fear of failure.  

vi) hematophobia  ( ) f) fear of open spaces  

 

(Module – V: Page 221) 
 

8. Match the following words in Column-A with their definitions/ meanings in Column-B. 

 A   B 

i)  maestro  ( ) a)  a singer, typically one who performs with a pop group 

ii)  vocalist  ( ) b)  simple narrative poem of folk origin, composed in short stanzas 
and adapted for singing 

iii)  debut  ( ) c)  a group of instrumentalists playing classical music  

iv)  orchestra  ( ) d)  a distinguished musician  

v)  pantomime  ( ) e)  a person's final public performance or professional activity before 
retirement  

vi) ballad  ( ) f) the combination of simultaneously sounded musical notes to 
produce a pleasing effect  

vii) auditorium ( ) g) performance in public for the first time 

viii) swan song ( ) h) dramatic entertainment in which performers express meaning 
through gestures accompanied by music 

ix) symphony ( ) i) a large building or hall used for public gatherings or stage 
performances 

x) harmony ( ) j) an elaborate musical composition 

 

(Module – VI Model Question paper : Page 289) 

9. Match the following words in Column-A with their definitions/ meanings in Column-B. 

 A   B 

i)  anaemia  ( ) a)  the release of a prisoner temporarily  

ii)  polyglot  ( ) b)  the state of remaining unmarried  

iii)  parole  ( ) c)  the absence of government or control in a society  

iv)  celibacy ( ) d)  a condition caused by lack of blood 

v)  anarchy ( ) e)  lack of care or interest 

vi) apathy ( ) f) one who is well versed in many languages 
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KEY 
 

Page 44           

Module-I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

i) (d) (e) (g) (e) (f ) (f ) (b) (d) (f ) (f ) 

ii) (e) (g) (d) (f ) (d) (e) (f ) (e) (e) (c) 

iii) (f ) (f ) (b) (g) (a) (a) (e) (a) (g) (e) 

iv) (a) (c) (e) (h) (e) (b) (c) (f ) (c) (h) 

v) (b) (a) (f ) (b) (c) (h) (a) (b) (b) (b) 
vi) (c) (d) (h) (d) (b) (c) (d) (c) (d) (g) 

 
 

Page 5 Page 66 Page 74 
Page 
113 

Page 120 Page 168 
Page 
210 

Page 
221 

Page 
289 

 
Module-

I 
Revision  

Test- I 
Module - 

II 
Revision  
Test- II 

Module- 
III 

Module-
IV 

Revision  
Test- IV 

Module-
V 

Model-
QP 

i) (e) (f ) (h) (f ) (g) (e) (d) (d) (d) 

ii) (d) (d) (f ) (d) (f ) (j) (e) (a) (f ) 

iii) (a) (b) (a) (a) (e) (h) (f) (g) (a) 

iv) (b) (c) (c) (b) (a) (g) (a) (c) (b) 

v) (c) (a) (e) (c) (b) (f) (b) (h) (c) 

vi)  (e) (g) (e) (c) (i) (c) (b) (e) 
vii)   (d)  (d) (d )  (i )  
viii)   (b)  (i ) (b)  (e)  
ix)   (j )  (j ) (a)  (j )  
x)   (i )  (h) (c )  (f )  
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IDIOMS AND PHRASES 
 
 
 

Module-VI(Page No.251) 
 

Let’s understand this conversation: 
Anitha : Hi, Akhila… seem to be over the moon! 
Akhila : Yeah… Don’t you know? The Inter results are music to my ears. What about you? 
Anitha : Ah! I had to eat humble pie. I failed in two subjects. 
Akhila : Why…? You burnt the midnight oil… I think. 
Anitha : Neverthless, I failed in one subject. 
Akhila : Don’t cry your eyes out. Pull up your socks. Prepare well for the next exam. 
Anitha : It’s OK. But my father doesn’t have faith in my ability. He often says, “Don’t tell me cock and bull  
  stories”. 
Akhila : Come on Anitha. Don’t cry over spilt milk. Keep bad company at bay. You will succeed. Cheer up… 
Anitha : Thank you Akhila. You have been a pillar of support. 
Akhila : It’s alright…. See you. 
 

Have you gone through the phrases in italics? What do they mean? What can you get from the words in isolation? 
Don’t they sound strange? Yes … they are called idioms. 
 

What is an Idiom? 
An idiom is an artistic expression whose meaning is unpredictable from the usual meanings of its component words. 
It is a dialect which is peculiar to a people and adds glamour to the language. 
 

Now, let' s look at some idiomatic expressions and their usage. 
 

1. once in a blue moon: happen very rarely 
He attends the classes once in a blue moon. 
 

2. an arm and a leg: very expensive 
It cost me an arm and a leg to study in the USA. 
 

3. a piece of the cake: very easy 
Batting is a piece of the cake for Virat these days. 
 

4. a drop in the ocean: a very small part of something much bigger 
The small donation was just a drop in the ocean. 
 

5. bite one's tongue: want to say something but stopping oneself 
Sitara wanted to speak out about the unfair decision, but she bit her tongue. 
 

6. go the extra mile: doing much more than required 
My father always goes the extra mile to help the needy. 
 

7. get ducks in a row: to get one 's affairs in order or organised 
I can’t hope to do well at my job until I get my ducks in a row. 
 

8. let the cat out of the bag: reveal a secret accidentally 
Joel let the cat out of the bag about my surprise birthday party. 
 

9. working against the clock: not having enough time to do something 
I am really working against the clock now. I must hurry. 
 

10. flogging a dead horse: attempting to continue with something that is over 
We are flogging a dead horse. Our present business is making no money. So, let 's do something else. 
 

11. on cloud nine: very happy 
Rahul is on cloud nine since he got a good job. 
 

12. bolt from the blue: something happened unexpectedly 
The results of the recent polls were a bolt from the blue to many parties. 
 

13. storm in a tea cup: making a unnecessary fuss/getting excited about something unimportant 
There was a storm in the tea cup over who should be the Chief Guest on the Hostel Day. 
 

14. make hay while the sun shines : to take advantage of a good situation which may not last long 
Our boss is on a vacation. Let’s make hay while the sun shines and relax. 
 

15. beat black and blue: covered with bruise marks caused by being hit 
Kiran was beaten black and blue by the violent crowd. 
 

 

Q.No: 12 
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16. fight an uphill battle: struggle against very unfavourable circumstances 
The Kings Xl Punjab have to fight an uphill battle to win the IPL-9 title. 

 

17. donkey's years : doing something for a long time 
 I have been teaching grammar for donkey's years. 
 

18. at the eleventh hour: something done in the last possible moment 
 If you wan t to do your best, don't do things at the eleventh hour. 
 

19. bee in one's bonnet: an idea which constantly occupies one's thoughts 
 Our English teacher has a bee in her bonnet about correct pronunciation. 
 

20. cook some one 's goose: spoil one's chances of success 
 This year 's severe drought cooked Ramaiah 's goose. 
 

21. feather in one's cap: the achievement of which one can be proud of 
 Bahubali's success is a feather in Rajamouli’s cap. 
 

22. rags to riches: start off being very poor and become very rich and successful 
 Dhirubai Ambani’s life is a story of rags to riches. 
 

23. in the blink of an eye: happen fast and instantaneously 
 The announcement of Intermediate results reached every corner in the blink of an eye. 
 

24. in/by leaps and bounds: make rapid or spectacular progress 
 Our business flourished in leaps and bounds. 
 

25. risk life and limb: in danger of death or serious injury 
 Don't risk your life and limb by participating in reality shows. 
 

26. save one's neck/skin: escape from death, punishment, etc . especially by leaving others in an extremely 
difficult situation 

 Satish got his friends into trouble in order to save his skin.  
 

27. birds of a feather flock together: similar in many ways, so spend time together 
 Arun and Varun are sports enthusiasts and are often found together. So, our friends usually speak of them 

as ' birds of a feather ' (flock together). 
 

28. keep at arm's length: not to allow somebody to be friendly with you 
 I always keep cheats at arm's length. 
 

29. bite off more than you can chew: try to manage something that is too difficult 
 The tailor accepted more work than he could handle and realized that he had bitten off more than he 
 could chew. 
 

30. take the bull by the horns: act decisively in order to deal with a difficult problem 
 The manager avoided taking a decision but finally took the bull by the horns. 
 

31. leave no stone unturned: try everything possible to achieve something 
 President Kalam left no stone unturned to motivate the youth. 
 

32. no spring chicken: one is quite old or well past his youth 
 I am no spring chicken, you know. How can I dance? 
 

33. beyond wildest dreams: better than you imagined for 
 The bumper harvest was beyond the farmer’s wildest dreams. 
 

34. keep your nose to the grindstone: concentrate on working or studying hard (informal) 
 Uma is in the Intermediate class and has to keep her nose to the grindstone. No time for games or music. 
 

35. paddle your own canoe: do something without the help of others 
 Sonu refused all help as he believed in paddling his own canoe. 
 

36. have a bone to pick: annoyed with somebody and talk to them about it 
 Laxmi has a bone to pick with Revati as she was not invited for the marriage. 
 

37. give a tongue-lashing: scold someone severely 
 The teacher gave the lazy boy a tongue-lashing. 
 

38. dressed up to the nines: wearing smart or glamorous clothes 
 Actors often dress up to the nines in public functions. 
 

39. make one's ears burn: embarrassed by hearing something being said about you 
 The discussion about my childhood pranks made my ears burn. 
 

40. turn a deaf ear: refuse to listen to somebody 
 Our boss turned a deaf ear to our request for changing the venue of the meeting. 
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41. back to the salt mines: returning to work with some reluctance 
 After the vacation the students had to go back to the salt mines. 
 

42. nuts and bolts: detailed facts and the practical aspects, (informal) 
 Unless I get to know the nuts and bolts of the business, I can't venture into it. 
 

43. step into someone's shoes: take over a job/a position held by someone before you 
 When the manager retires, I'll step into his shoes. 
 

44. catch-22: a frustrating situation which will lead to further frustration  
 In big cities, if you don't have a place to live in, you can't get a job and with no job, you can't get a place to 
 live in! Thus it's a catch 22 situation. 
 

45. at the drop of a hat: do it immediately without hesitation 
 The rich socialite throws parties at the drop of a hat. 
 

46. wild goose chase: a search for something that is impossible for you to find or that does not exist, that 
makes you waste a lot of time: 

 Without a proper address or phone number, it would be a wild goose chase to locate someone in 
 Hyderabad. 
 

47. taste of your own medicine: have the same bad treatment that you have given to others  
 The evil-minded will taste of their own medicine sooner or later. 
 

48. blow one's horn: to praise one self; to boast 
 People avoid her as she constantly blows her horn. 
 

49. burn the midnight oil: to work very late into the night 
 I have to present this report by tomorrow. So, I must burn the midnight oil tonight. 
 

50. thrilled to bits: extremely pleased about something 
 I was thrilled to bits when I received a fancy gift. 
 

 

Exercise 
 

A. Here are some sets of idioms in Column – A Match them with their meanings in Column – B. 
 
Set - 1 

A B 
i) cool one 's heels (d) a) force someone to behave in a disciplined manner  
ii) bring someone to heel (a)  b) refuse to do something  
iii) Achilles’ heel (e) c) thought to be dangerous  
iv) hairy at the heel (c)  d) keeps waiting  
v) dig in your heels (b) e) a weak (vulnerable) spot  

 
 

Use the above idioms/phrases in sentences of your own. 
 
 

I. He had to cool his heels before he could meet the President of the party. 
 

II. She tried to bring her husband to heel, but he had a mind of his own. 
 

III. Vanity was her Achilles’ heel. 
 

IV. The task of filing the tender cannot be entrusted to the accountant. He is hairy at the heel. 
 

V. The more we argued, the more she dug her heels in. 
 
Set - 2   
 

A B 
i) brave face (c) a) manage to avoid humiliation 
ii) straight face (e) b) when a plan suddenly fails 
iii) save face (a) c) pretend to be cheerful  
iv) blow up in the face (b)  d) show no emotions  
v) poker face (d) e) look serious though you  want to laugh 

                         poker face – an expressionless face 
Use the above idioms/phrases in sentences of your own. 
 

I. He was shattered, though he put on a brave face. 
 

II. I thought it would be funny to tell him, that he failed the course, but it was hard to keep a straight face when 
 I was talking. 
III. He is making lame excuses to save his face because he could not qualify the examination. 
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IV. But if you don’t do basic research it can blow up in your face. 
 
V. It is impossible to tell what that poker face is really thinking. 
 
Set - 3 

A B 
i) armed to the teeth (d) a) very angry, frustrated  
ii) grind your teeth (e) b) very difficult to do  
iii) grit your teeth (c) c) show concern in an excessive way when worried 
iv) gnashing of teeth (a)  d) carrying a lot of weapons  
v) like pulling teeth (b) e) decide to continue in spite of difficulties  

 
Use the above idioms/phrases in sentences of your own. 
 

I. The bank robber was armed to the teeth when he was caught. 
 

II. Though he knew it was difficult to reach the top, he gritted his teeth and faced the challenge. 
 

III. He knows that he can’t do anything to change the situation, so he starts grinding his teeth. 
 

IV. Once he comes to know of his failure, he will be gnashing his teeth. 
 

V. Working with him was like pulling teeth. 
 
 

B. Fill in the blanks in the following sentences with suitable idiomatic expressions given below. 
Sl.No. Idiom Meaning 
1. spinning one 's wheels  to waste time doing things that achieve nothing  
2. in a nutshell  very briefly 
3. a sea change  a complete transformation 
4. get the nod  receive approval and ascent 
5. a thick skin  able to ignore personal criticism 
6. take the rap  to take the blame (for doing something) 
7. 

mind one's p's and q's  
be careful in what one says so as to avoid displeasing 
other 

8. by a whisker  by a very small amount 
9. a living hell  an extremely unpleasant place or experience  
10. a paper tiger  a country or organization that seems powerful but is not 

 
I. Finally, our team lost by a whisker and I was disappointed.  
II. Mahesh is not making any progress. He's just spinning his wheels.  
III. A politician needs thick skin.  
IV. There is a sea change in the behavior of the culprit after his release from the prison.  
V. The corrupt officers should take the rap for their faults.  
VI. Indian batsmen are nothing but paper tigers when, they play in South Africa. 
VII. We should mind our p’s and q’s when we talk to elders and officials.  
VIII. Let me explain the proceedings in a nutshell.  
IX. Rahul got the nod after a lengthy discussion among the members.  
X. School is a living hell for some kids.  
 
 

C) Look at some idioms and their meanings. Use them in your own sentences. 
 

1. a hot potato   : controversial and sensitive issue 
 The issue of gun control is a political hot potato in the United States 
 

2. beat around the bush  : avoid the main topic 
 Having no convincing argument to defend his point, the speaker began to beat about the bush 
 

3. judge a book by its cover : judge something primarily on appearance 
 The candidate did not look very intelligent, but you can’t judge a book by its cover. 
 

4. caught between two stools : find it difficult to choose between two alternatives 
 This book cannot be an academic one nor can it be a popular commercial one, it falls between two stools 
 
5. devil's advocate  : to present a counter argument 
 He offered to play devil’s advocate and argue against our case so that we could find out any flaws in it. 
 

6. put all your eggs in one basket : put all the resources in one possibility 
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 It would be better if you applied to several companies instead of just one; don’t put all your eggs in one 
 basket. 
 
7. every cloud has a silver lining  : every misfortune has some positive aspect 
 Though he had failed his exam, he realized that every cloud has a silver living, as now he could focus his 
 attention on things he loved doing. 
 

8. hit the nail on the head : do or say something exactly right 
 He hit the nail on the head when he said that most people won’t change their ways and continue to blame 
 the system for all their ills. 
 

9. last straw   : the final one in a series of problems 
 The last straw in their relationship was when he physically abused her. She walked out after that. 
 

10. steal someone's thunder : to take the credit for something, someone else did 
 Sadly, stealing someone else’s thunder is a common practice in the corporate world. 
 

11. acid test   : something that shows the true worth of something or someone 
 He’s had an easy tournament so far, but the next match would be his first real acid test. 
 

12. chase your tails   : spend a lot of time and energy but  achieving little 
 I’ve been chasing my tail all morning trying to fix a day when everyone can attend the meeting. 

He has been chasing his tail about the problem in the department for two days. 
 

13. explore all avenues  : try out every possibility to get a result 
 Right now, the police are exploring all avenues to catch the perpetrator of the crime. 
 

14. work like a charm  : work very well 
 The modem is easy to install and works like a charm in my computer. 
 Flattery usually works like a charm on Ram 
 

15. waiting in the wings  : waiting for an opportunity to take action . 
 The team has several talented young players waiting in the wings. 
 

16. a blessing in disguise  : something good that isn't recognized at first 
 Dad’s illness was a blessing in disguise; it brought the family together for the first time in years. 
 

17. have a chip on your shoulder : hold a grudge about something that happened in the past 
 Eventhough he went to university, he always had a chip on his shoulder about his poor upbringing. 
 

18. have a slap on the wrist  : a very mild punishment 
 The tribunal didn’t think that it was a serious offence, so they just gave him a slap on the wrist. 
 

19. all Greek to me   : meaningless and incomprehensible 
 I have recently started to watch football, but as of right now the rules of game are all Greek to me. 
 

20. apple of my eye  : someone who is cherished above all others 
 While my grandmother loved all of us very much but my younger brother was the apple of her eye. 
 

21. cross your fingers  : to hope something happens the way you want it to 
 We are keeping our fingers crossed that the weather stays nice. 
 

22. beat a dead horse  : try to revive interest in a hopeless issue 
 He keeps trying to get it published but I think he is beating a dead horse 
 

23. back to square one  : having to start allover again 
 Negotations between India and China have broken down, and it’s back to square one. 
 

24. dark horse   : one who is previously unknown and is now prominent 
 The party is hoping that the dark horse will appear before the elections. 
 

25. Elvis has left the building : the show has come to an end 
 We kept waiting for the band to come back on stage to perform some of the fan’s favourite songs, but it 
 looked like Elvis had left the building. 
 

26. hit the sack   : go to bed 
 I am really tired after all that exercise. I am going to hit the sack. 
 

27. hit the books   : to study, especially for a test 
 To learn English, Ria not only hit the books but also practised conversing with people everyday. 
 
28. give (someone) the slip : to escape 
 The reporters kept trying to follow the agents, and the agents drove in circles trying to give them the slip. 
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29. haste makes waste  : doing things hastily results in a poor ending 
 Try not to rush through things, eventhough you are in a hurry. After all, haste makes waste. 
 

30. head over heels  : madly in love. 
 A new receptionist was hired at the work place and my friend fell head over heels for her as she had a 
 great sense of humour. 
 

31. get itchy feet   : to become bored with the place or situation that you are in 
 After three years in the job, she began to get itchy feet. 
 

32. make a mountain out of a molehill: to make a small problem seem big 
 The lady is making a mountain out of a molehill and needs to calm down. 
 

33. keep your powder dry  : to be ready for a possible emergency 
 All you have to do is keep your powder dry and await orders. 
 

34. from top to bottom  : very thoroughly 
 They bought an old hotel and restyled it from top to bottom. 
 

35. rap someone on the knuckles : criticize or punish someone for doing something wrong 
 I got a rap on the knuckles for not finishing my essay on time. 
 

36. tie the knot   : to get married 
 John and Mary are tying the knot this summer in France. 
 

37. a knight in shining armour : a man who rescues you from danger 
 She was looking for a knight in shining armour who might save her from her boring life. 
 

38. keep the pot boiling  : to make sure that a process doesn't stop 
 They did everything they could to keep the pot boiling. 
 

39. you reap what you sow : What happens to you is the result of things which you did in the  
      past. 
 The man was a criminal a few years ago and now he is in jail. You reap what you sow. 
 

40. the best of both worlds : all the benefits and advantages of two different things 
 She works in the city and lives in the country, so she gets the best of both worlds. 
 

41. dead to the world  : sleeping very deeply 
 After all that exercise, he’s dead to the world. 
 

42. an old wives' tale  : a common belief based on traditional ideas (but incorrect) 
 It’s an old wives’ tale that drinking alcohol before you go to bed helps you sleep. 
 

43. whistle in the wind  : try without success to solve a problem 
 We are whistling in the wind if we think we can do it on our own. 
 

44. red tape   : official rules that seem complicated and cause delay 
 Because of red tape, Frank took weeks to get a Visa. 
 

45. lose your shirt   : to lose all your money on a bad investment 
 You lose your shirt if you are not careful with your investments. 
 

46. a red letter day   : a day when something very important happens 
 It was a red letter day when I was chosen captain of the cricket team. 
 

47. chase rainbows  : to waste your time trying to get something that you cannot 
 He thought he could convince the boss to appoint him as the new manager, but in fact he was chasing 
 rainbows. 
 

48. part and parcel   : an essential or basic element 
Kashmir is part and parcel of India. 

 

49. grease someone's palm : to give money to an official for an unfair advantage (bribe) 
 Now-a-days if you want to get your work done you will have to grease the palm of someone or the other. 
 

50. like oil and water  : two people who are different from each other 
 The more I pay attention to the news, the more it seems that politics and common sense are as 
 incompatible as oil and water. 
 

51. a night owl   : someone who regularly prefers to work late at night 
 In my younger days, I was quite a night owl and would often stay up until sunrise. 
 
52. nickel and dime  : not very important or only functioning on a small scale 
 The point is, when you have these nickel-and-dime hikes, it is not going to help us very much. 
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53. a square meal   : a large, filling , nutritious meal 
 If you’re only eating a chocolate bar for lunch, you need a good square meal in the evening. 
 

54. by fair means or foul  : by any possible method (even unfair too) 
 He was determined to become a senator by fair means or foul. 
 

55. the lion 's share  : the largest part of something 
 The thieves started quarrelling among themselves as each one of them wanted to get the lion’s share of 
 the booty. 
 

56. a labour of love  : a task that you do for pleasure without expecting payment 
 The aquarium he built for his wife was a labour of love and she loved to sit in front of it and watch the 
 fishes. 
 

57. horses for courses  : different people are suitable for different things 
 There are many good dictionaries in the market; choosing the right one is a matter of horses for courses. 
 

58. teach your grandmother to suck eggs : to advise someone who actually knows more about something  
         than you do 
 Don’t suggest showing Mary how to knit. It will be like teaching your grand mother to suck eggs. 
 

59. get a raw deal   : to be treated badly 
 My last job was a raw deal. I hope this is better 
 

60. out of the blue   : unexpectedly 
 Out of the blue, the policemen ran into our office and began to chase the criminal.  
 
  
 

Idioms and phrases 

An idiom is a group of words whose meaning is different from the meanings of the individual words. 

 Look at this example: feather in one’s cap = achievement 

 A phrase is a small group of words standing together as a unit. 

 See this example: look into = examine carefully 

 Understanding the meaning of idioms and phrases is important for learners. The use of idioms in 
sentences makes languages lively. Idioms and phrases add meaning, beauty and clarity to one’s writing. 

 Observe the following example: 

 stamp out (phr) = get rid of (remove/eliminate) something bad by using force  

Study the following sentences. 

 Are we ensuring the curiosity of our children…. Is not stamped out? (Para 7) 

 How best are we trying to stamp out corruption from our society? 

 give up (phr) = stop doing something because of finding it difficult to complete 

Loot at the sentences: 

 A child will fearlessly try before giving up. (Para 8) 

 He gave up the idea of going abroad for higher studies. 

Exercise 

           Module – I : (Page – 6) 

Use the following idioms and phrases in your own sentences. 

a) give and take (idiom) = be willing to accept what somebody wants and to give up some of what you 
want/mutual concessions. 

 In every relationship there has to be some give and take 

b) give in (phr.v.) = to admit defeat 

 I couldn’t finish the crossword puzzle and had to give in and look at the answers 

c) dance to another’s (sb) tune (idiom) = do what someone wants or forces one to do 

 Powerful local residents seem to have the city council dancing to their tune. 

d) come rain (n) or sunshine (idiom ) = whatever happens / be it rain or sun 

 Come rain or sunshine, I’ll see you on your birthday 

FROM ALL MODULES 
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e) raining (v) cats and dogs (idiom) = raining heavily 

 It was raining cats and dogs by the time I got home 

f) rained (v) out (phr.) = cancelled because of rain 

 If the parade is rained out, it will be held the following week. 

g) child's play (idiom) = very easy to do 

 To pass the IAS examination is not child’s play. 

h) a labour of love (idiom) = a hard task we do because we want to, not because it is necessary 

 The aquarium he built for his wife was a labour of love, and she loved to sit in front of it and watch the 
 fishes 

i) learn your lesson (idiom) = learn what to do or not to do in future after having a bad experience in the past 

 I’m not going out without my umbrella again. I’ve learnt my lesson! 

j) spill the beans (idiom) = let out a secret 

 If your friend warns you not to spill the beans, it means she doesn’t want you to tell anyone her secret. 

 

Module – II: (page 75) 

Look at the list of some idioms/ phrases and their meanings and write in your own sentences. 

i) beam in one's eye …………….. mote in another 's eye = We are aware of the small defects of others but 
are unaware of our own major faults. 

 Modern man is an expert in not seeing the beam in his eye but in seeing the mote in another’s eye. 

ii) get behind one's mind = understand oneself by going beyond the superficial 

 It needs some hard work to get behind one’s mind, but the work is worth the trouble. 

iii) hitch their wagon to a star = aim at something big 

 The speaker who delivered the high school commencement address challenged the graduating students to 
 hitch their wagons to a star. 

iv) fleet of foot = ready to run/grab the opportunity 

 Vinay, who was notably fleet of foot, outran all the other boys and won the prize. 

 

Module – III: (page 120) 

Use the following expressions in your own sentences. 

i) earn a living : make money to meet one's needs 

We need to get a good job to earn a decent living 

ii) barge one's way in : enter in a rude way without invitation 

 They barged into the church service and caused a commotion 

iii) ape everything  : imitate everything 

 It is pretty standard now for comedians to ape the president’s behaviour and manner of speech. 

iv) lay it on thick  : emphasize, exaggerate 

 He’d injured his hand slightly but he was laying it on a bit thick about how painful it was. 

v) do one's best  : do something with great effort 

 Tickets are hard to get, but I’ll do my best to find you one 

vi) embark on  : begin/start something 

 She embarked on a new career. 

vii) flung open  : open something suddenly 

 The door was flung open and she entered 

viii) set the standard : fix a standard 

 You cannot set the standard unless you know what you really want to achieve. 
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Module – IV: (page 168) 

Use the following phrasal verbs with the word 'break' in your own sentences. 

i)  break away   : to free oneself from restraint and get away 

 The elephant broke away and trampled many young children to death 

ii)  break in/break into : to enter suddenly and forcibly (breakin: to tame and discipline horse)  

 1. The robbers broke into his house this morning and took away all the valuables.  

 2. The stable keeper knows how to break in horses.  

iii)  break off   : to separate by breaking; to stop; to desist (to end; to discontinue) 

 1. We had to break off our conversation when he arrived.  

 2. She broke off in the middle of the story.  

 3. She did not like his nature and broke off the engagement. 

iv)  break open   :  to open with force or violence 

 He broke open the picnic basket. 

v)  break out  : to escape from restraint 

 Three dangerous prisoners broke out of prison last night. 

vi)  break up   :  to break into pieces; to disperse; to come to an end 

 The plate broke up wihen he dropped it on the floor. 

 

vii)  break with   :  to cease to be friendly with 

 Suresh is so loyal and faithful that I cannot break with him. 

 

Module – V: (page:222) 

Study the following examples. 

a)  be in the dark  :  unaware of; not kept informed about something 

b)  brighten up the day  :  make one feel happy the whole day 

c)  cold light of day  :  in view of the harsh reality or facts 

d)  in broad daylight  :  in daytime when things are clearly visible 

e)  scare the daylights  

 out of someone  :  terrify someone 

f)  shed light on   :  make something clear; help to understand better 

g)  face like thunder  :  an angry expression 

h)  storm is brewing  :  signs that there will be trouble in the near future 

i)  steal someone's  

 thunder   :  take the credit for someone else 's work 

j)  greased lightning :  extremely fast 

Exercise 

Use the above idioms and phrases in sentences of your own. 

 

a) We’re still in the dark about the company’s lay off policy. 

b) Talking to her always brightens up the day. 

c) In the cold light of day, I felt that I had over reacted. 

d) The crime was committed in broad daylight. 

e) The little boy scared the daylights out of his mother. 

f) The discussion has shed some light on the problem. 

g) When Dad is really angry, he has a face like thunder. 

h) I may be smiling on the outside, but there is a storm brewing on the inside. 
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i) They all worked together on the project, but while submitting it, one of them stole the thunder. 

j) I mentioned work and he was out of the room like greased lightning. 

 

Module – VI: (Model question paper page: 290) 

Use any four of the following idioms/phrases in sentences of your own.     4 X 1= 4 

i) break open    ii) Achilles' heel    iii) acid test 

iv) a red letter day   v) a night owl     vi) look up 

i) break open  : open suddenly 

 He broke open the picnic basket. 

ii)  Achilles’ heel  : a weak spot 

 Vanity was her Achilles’ heel. 

iii) acid test  : something that shows the true worth of something or someone 

 The new show was well received but viewing figures for the next episode will be the real acid test. 

iv) a red letter day  : a day when something very important happens. 

 My college graduation was a real red letter day for my whole family. 

v) a night owl  :  someone who regularly prefers to work late at night. 

 In my younger days, I was quite a night owl and would often stay up until sunrise. 

vi) look up   : to seek someone 

 I am going to look up an old friend when I am in Chicago. 
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VERB PATTERNS 

        
           
           Module – VI(Page – 276) 
 

Pattern – i(a) 
 
Make meaningful sentences from the verb pattern given below:  
 

 Subject Linking Verb -'be' 
Subject Complement 

(Noun/Noun Phrase/ 
Adjective) 

Ex. Kiran is a business man. 

1.  They were not students. 

2.  The dish is hot. 

3.  Tap water is not fresh. 

4.  The present-day children are intelligent. 

5.  The film is controversial. 

6.  Madhavi is a nurse. 

7.  I  am Happy. 

8.  He was sad. 

 
 
Pattern – i (b) 
 
Make meaningful sentences from the verb pattern given below:  
 
 

 Subject Linking Verb -'be' Complement of the verb 

Ex. The Photograph was on the table 

1.  The bird is in the nest. 

2.  The guests were in the hall. 

3.  The director is in the office. 

4.  The doctor was in the operation theatre. 

5.  The child is not  in the cradle. 

6.  My mother is  in the kitchen. 

7.  Our books are on the cot. 

8.  My students are in the digital classroom 

 
 
 
 
 

Q.No: 13 
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Pattern – i (c) 
 

Make meaningful sentences from the verb pattern given below:  
 

 There Linking Verb -'be' Subject Complement of the verb 

Ex. There are dogs in the street. 

1.  There is a lizard on the wall. 

2.  There was a snake in the garden. 

3.  There is a fire in the forest. 

4.  There was a confusion among the members. 

5.  There are ants in the sugar. 

6.  There is  a book on the table. 

7.  There were no students in the classroom. 

8.  There were teachers in the staff room. 
 

Pattern – ii 
 

Make meaningful sentences from the verb pattern given below:  
 

 Subject Intransitive Verb 
Any other expression 

(Optional) 

Ex. Birds fly in the air 

1.  Some people travel frequently. 

2.  Dogs bark when provoked. 

3.  The moon rose.  

4.  Squirrels don’t run slowly. 

5.  They laugh loudly. 

6.  The birds relax on the branches. 

7.  The baby sleeps.  

8.  She smiles.  

 
 

Pattern – iii (a) 
 

Make meaningful sentences from the verb pattern given below:  
 

 Subject Transitive Verb Object 

Ex. He ate an apple 

1.  They sell fruits. 

2.  We love India. 

3.  She draws pictures. 

4.  Some hamlets don’t receive mobile signals. 

5.  We sent messages to all the members. 

6.  They displayed a notice on the wall. 

7.  He wrote a letter. 

8.  The cat killed the rat. 

Pattern – iii(b) 
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Make meaningful sentences from the verb pattern given below:  
 

 Subject have/has/had Noun 

Ex. Hyderabad has an international airport 

1.  They have a flat. 

2.  She has a car. 

3.  We have a house. 

4.  She does not have an umbrella. 

5.  Varun has many friends. 

6.  India has a huge population 

7.  This building has nine floors. 

8.  The couple never had a quarrel. 
 

Pattern – iv(a) 
Make meaningful sentences from the verb pattern given below:  
 

 Subject Transitive Verb Indirect Object Direct Object 

Ex. John gave Mary a ring 

1.  They sent her a message. 

2.  He always gives the class too much home work. 

3.  I owe you a lot of money. 

4.  She gave the dog its dinner. 

5.  I never buy her flowers. 

6.  He showed me a medal. 

7.  He taught me English grammar. 

8.  I will tell you a story. 
 
 

Pattern – iv(b) 
 

Make meaningful sentences from the verb pattern given below:  
 

 Subject Transitive Verb Direct Object 
Preposition 

(to/for) 
Indirect Object 

Ex. John gave a ring to Mary 

1.  I sent a message to him. 

2.  They told a story to us. 

3.  Suresh bought a dictionary for his sister. 

4.  They  taught a lesson to him. 

5.  He always gives 
too much home 

work 
to the class. 

6.  I never buy flowers for her. 

7.  Naresh gave a gift to his mother. 

8.  He made tea for me. 
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Pattern – v 
 
Make meaningful sentences from the verb pattern given below:  
 
 

 Subject Verb Object Object Complement 

Ex. We elected  him mayor 

1.  The children kept the windows closed. 

2.  We made him our leader. 

3.  We don’t find her competent. 

4.  They chose her their leader. 

5.  He did not get the mobile repaired. 

6.  The club elected Mr. Rao President. 

7.  He made me very angry. 

8.  Money doesn’t always make us happy. 
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FILLING IN FORMS 
 

 
 
Forms are documents, either printed or electronic, with spaces in which to write or enter data. We come across 
many forms in our day-to-day transactions. We fill in a form to get an admission in a college, to open an account in 
banks or in post offices, to deposit or withdraw money from banks or from post offices, to get a driving licence, to 
apply for jobs, to get a mobile connection and for various other transactions. Forms like these have instructions to fill 
in the required information. 
 In this unit you will learn how to fill in different types of forms in our daily transactions. 
The following hits will help you in filling forms. 
 
 1. Read the entire before filling it up. This will give you the complete picture and purpose of the form. 
 2. Analyse the form from the receiver’s point of view. Then it will give you a clear picture. 
 3. There may be some special instructions such as Column 3 is mandatory, Column 2 is optional.  
  Follow these instructions carefully. Look for some important instructions such as Capital letters only, 
  Fill with pencil only. Make sure you understand all the instructions. There should not be any  
  ambiguity. Some forms instruct you to put a tick mark while others ask to fill a circle. Keep these  
  instructions in mind while filling them. 
 4. Do not write anything in the space which says For office use only. 
 5. Your writing should be neat and legible. Writing one number for another, for e.g. hall ticket number, 
  can be disastrous and may cause irreparable damage. 
 6. Check your filled in form thoroughly and make sure your form is complete in all respects. 
 7. Do not hesitate to approach the official concerned if you cannot understand any instruction. Guess 
  wok will land you in trouble. 
 
The activity of form filling needs a little attention and patience. A small mistake could lead to a big problem. Some 
forms have been given in the following pages. You will encounter these forms in your daily life. Filling in forms 
without going through instructions is like pulling the door you need to push. The door of opportunity may never open 
for you. 
 
1. DEPOSITING MONEY IN A BANK 
 When we deposit money in the Savings Bank Account, we fill in the Savings Bank Account Pay-in-Slip and 

enter the details. The slip has two parts. The longer one is retained with the bank while the smaller one, 
called counterfoil, is returned to us after the required particulars are entered. First observe how the form 
was filled in and then attempt the exercise that follows. 

 

 
 
Exercise 
 
 You are Mr. L. Venkateshwarlu. Your account number is 2633748950594. Deposit an amount of Rs. 8800/- 

into your SBH Bank account. 
 

Q.No: 14 
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2. WITHDRAWING MONEY FROM A BANK 
 Observe how a Withdrawal form is filled and then attempt the exercise. 

 

 
 

 
Exercise 
 
1. You are Mr. Ch. Gopi Krishna. You have a Savings Bank Account in the SBH Hanamkonda Main Branch. 

Your account number is 0152739836276. Withdraw an amount of Rs. 9800/- by filling the Savings Bank 
Withdrawal Form. 
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3. APPLICATION FOR A DEMAND DRAFT/BANKER’S CHEQUE 
 A Demand draft is drawn in favour of a person or a firm to whom money is being sent. The particulars are to 

be filled in with utmost care. We should also intention in which branch the DD is to be realized. The 
commisin charged by the bank for the service is called exchange. 

 
 Now carefully go through the sample DD form and do the exercise which follows. 

 
 
Exercises 
 
1. You are Mr. Srinivas, staying at Vidyanagar, Adilabad. You want to purchase some books from ‘Vandana 

Book Store’, Karimnagar. Apply for a Demand Draft of Rs. 4000/- today in favour of the book store payable 
at the SBH Karimnagar Branch. The exchange to be paid is Rs. 40/-. 

 

 
 
2. You are Mr. K. Yadagiri. You want to get a Banker’s Cheque for Rs. 2000/- on New Delhi Main Branch of 

The State bank of India in favour of Goyal Saab Publishers and Distributers Limited. The exchange is Rs. 
35/-. Fill in the form given below. You are taking the Banker’s Cheque at Karolbagh, Delhi branch. 
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4. DEPOSITING CASH IN A POST OFFICE ACCOUNT 
 We can also avail ourselves of the banking services at various branches of  Post offices. We can save our 

money at any branch of a post office. Given below is the Post Office Savings Bank form. 
  
 Study the form carefully and attempt the exercise that follows. 

 
 

Exercise 
 You are Ms. K. Neelaveni. Your Account Number is 1980 in Wanaparthy Post Office, Mahboobnagar 

district. Deposit an amount of Rs. 600/- into your account by filling in the Post Office Savings Bank form. 
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5. WITHDRAWING CASH FROM A POST OFFICE ACCOUNT 
 
 Withdrawing money from a Post Office is a simple transaction. Just fill in the Post Office Bank Withdrawal 

form and submit it to the official concerned. The passbook must accompany the form. Now look at the 
Withdrawal form and do the exercise that follows. 

 
 

 
 
 
EXERCISE 
 
 You are Mrs. S. Swetha. Your Post Office Savings Bank Account Number is 65748 at Post Office of 

Godavarikhani, Karimnagar district. Withdraw an amount of Rs. 800/- today by filling in the withdrawal form. 
 

 
 
 
6. SENDING LETTERS THROUGH REGISTER POST 
 
 When we send a letter through registered post we may want confirmation that the receiver got our letter. In 

such a case we fill in the acknowledgement form and this is called Registered Post Acknowledgement Due. 
On receiving the letter, the addressee should sign the acknowledgement form and take the letter. The form 
given below is the acknowledgement of a letter sent by registered post. 
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7. RAILWAY RESERVATION 
 If we plan to undertake a long railway journey it is advisable to reserve a berth in advance in a particular 

train and class so that we can travel comfortably. Look at the filled-in-form below and then fill in the blank  
 form given after. 
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Exercise 
 Fill in the blank reservation form given below based on the following details. 
 Krishna Kumar, 42 years, plans to go from Mahabubabad to Chennai next Sunday by Train no. 12760 

Charminar Express, 2nd Sleeper Class. 
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8. APPLICATION FOR BUS PASS 
 Read the following form and fill in it. 
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13. Issue an Account Payee Cheque to Ms Naina Begum for Rs. 10,000/-. Your account no. is 904638241. 
(Nowadays account no. and name of account holder are printed on the cheque leaves) 

 

 
 
14. Fill in the eight blanks of the given bank form based on the information furnished below. 

 
 You are Mr. K. Akash. You need to pay your MBA exam fee Rs. 2000/- through a Banker’s cheque. Pay the 

amount in favour of The Director, Amrutha College of Management at the Ameerpet branch, Hyderabad. 
The exchange is Rs. 30/-. You are taking the Banker’s cheque at SBI, Koti branch, Hyderabad. Fill in the 
form given below. 
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RESUME 
s 
 

Module –III (Page 148-158) 
 

A Resume or Curriculum Vitae or Bio-data is a summary of one’s background, skills and qualifications, which is sent 
to employers for review.  
 
There are different terms(resume / Curriculum Vitae / Bio-data) used in the job advertisements in India. Though they 
mean the same in a broad sense, the focus of each different. 
 
Resume 
The word is of French origin and means 'a summary or abstract.'  It is the most widely used format. It includes a 
summary of one's personal, academic and professional details. 
 
Curriculum Vitae 
The word is of Latin origin and means 'course of life.' CV refers to a brief written account of one's education, 
qualifications and previous job experience. A CV is more comprehensive than a Resume. If an advertisement simply 
states ‘send details', you can send a CV as it includes more details. 
 
Bio-data 
The term is generally used only in India. It is not very common in a multinational context. It means 'biographical 
information'. It is used by small companies and government agencies. 
 
COVER LETTER 
A resume / CV should be enclosed with a cover letter (In the Indian context, we call it 'covering letter'.) A cover 
letter is the first chance to have a conversation with a prospective employer. So, it is as important as your Resume. 
It serves as a fuller expression of your personality, confidence and energy levels. So, be true, for giving false 
information may lead to problems. 
 
Note: One should read an advertisement carefully to understand what exactly the requirement is. One should 
respond to the advertisement accordingly.  
 

RESUME 
I. Now, let's look at a job advertisement appeared in a newspaper. Notice the requirements of the company 

and how Bingi Sateesh applies for it. 

 
 
 

Q.No: 15 
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Here is the resume of B. Sateesh with cover letter 
 
Here is the Resume of B.Sateesh with Cover Letter. 
 
BINGI SATEESH 
D-301, Raj krishna Towers 
Shanthi Nagar 
Miryalaguda - 508213 
Mobile:+91-9420023043 
E-mail : b.sateesh@gmail.com 
 
OBJECTIVE 
A position as Senior Programmer in Masters Software Solutions. 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 
2014 - 2016 
Software Developer. 
Persistent Systems, Hyderabad. 
 
EDUCATION 
2010 - 2014 
B. Tech. in Computer Science and Engineering 
National Institute of Technology Warangal. 86% aggregate. 
 
2008 - 2010 
Intermediate: Board of Intermediate Education 
Government Junior College, Warangal. 92% aggregate. 
 
2008 
SSC : Board of Secondary School Education 
Government High School, Kothagudem, Telangana. 93% aggregate. 
 
TECHNICAL SKILLS 
Languages   : C, C++, Java, VHDL 
Operating systems  : Ubuntu, Windows XP,7, 8,8.1 , 10 
Software   : MATLAB, P SPICE, Cadence Virtuoso 
Web Designing   : HTML, Java scrip t, MySQL . 
Graphic Designing  : Photoshop, illustrator, Indesign,Corel Draw,  
     Flash, Dreamweaver 
PROFILE 
Highly energetic, growth oriented individual seeking to establish a career in the IT industry. Ability to take up 
challenges, work under pressure; dedication towards work. 
 
STRENGTHS 
Good Communicator   Flexibility and Adaptability  Positive Attitude 
Attention to Detail   Strong Analytical abilities  Team Work Skills 
 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
Languages known : English, Telugu and Hindi 
Interests  : Photography, Painting, Football 
Age   : 24 years 
Father's name  : Bingi Ramulu 
References  : Available on request 
 
Place: Miryalaguda 
Date: 15 May 2016         Signature 
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COVER LETTER 
 
BINGI SATEESH 

D-301 , Raj krishna Towers 

Shanthi Nagar 

Miryalaguda - 508213 

Mobile:+91-9420023043 

e-mail: b.sateesh@gmail.com 

 

15 May 2016 

 

The HR Manager 

Master Software Solutions 

Madapur 

Hyderabad 

 

Dear sir 

 

APPLICATION FOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPER 

 

With reference to your advertisement in the newspaper THE HERALD dated 11 May 2016, I would like to apply for 

the position of a Software Developer, Master Software Solutions, as I feel I have the essential and desirable skills 

required for the position. 

 

As my resume shows, I have always been a meritorious student securing more than 70%marks in all the 

examinations. Moreover, I have done many technical courses which would be an asset for any Project Manager in 

the IT sector. 

 

I would be very happy to discuss how I can be of use to your company if you call me for an interview on any day 

convenient to you. 

 

With best regards 

 

Yours faithfully 

 

 

         (sign) 
________________ 
(BINGI SATEESH) 
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CURRICULUM VITAE  
 

II. Let's look at a job advertisement that appeared in a newspaper. 

 
 

Given below is a CV which has been prepared by A. Dheeraj in response to the above advertisement. 
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Here is the CV of A.Dheeraj 
 
CURRICULUM VITAE 
 
Objective   : Position as a Creative Manager 
 
Details: 
    
Name    : A. DHEERAJ 
 
Father 's Name   : A. TEJESHWAR 
 
Date of Birth and Age  : 01.10.1990, Age 25 years 
 
Full Address   : 126/A, Kalyan Apartments 

Street No.8, Srinagar colony 

Warangal - 506002 

Cell :+9 1-9405507 170 

e-mail id:dheeraj.m@gmail.com 

 
Academic Qualifications 
 

S.No Qualification Institution Year of study Percentage 

1 M.Tech. JNTU Hyderabad 2011-2013 80% 

2 B.Tech. ECE Branch SV Engineering College, Nizamabad 2007-2011 86% 

3 
Intermediate  

M.P.C. Group 

Govt. Junior College Nizamabad 2005-2007 90% 

4 SSC Govt.High School, Nizamabad 2004-2005 94% 

 
Experience  : Working as a Creative Director in a Design Ad Agency, Hyderabad since 

June 2013 
 
Languages known  : English, Hindi and Telugu 
 
 
 
Place: Nizamabad 
 
Date: 16May 2016          Signature 
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BIO-DATA 
 

III.  Let's look at a job advertisement that appeared in a newspaper. 

 
 
Gongati Deepak is applying for it. Here is his bio data 
 
BIO – DATA 
 

Name : GONGATI DEEPAK 
Father 's Name : GONGATI RAGHUNADH 
Date of Birth and Age : 17.11.1988, Age 27 years 
Full Address : 100/C, Sri Ramakrishna 

Complex, Vidyanagar colony 
Adilabad - 504 00 I 
+91 9848546525 
IIgonagatideep88@gmai.com// 

 
Academic Qualifications 

S.No Qualification Institution Year of 
study 

Percentage 

1 M.B.A Indian Business School Hyderabad 2009-2011 78% 

2 B.Com. Government Degree College, Adilabad 2006-2009 80% 

3 
Intermediate  
M.E.C. Group 

Government Junior College (Boys) Adilabad 2004-2006 91% 

4 S.S.C. ZPSS Thamsi 2004 92% 

 
Experience : 5 years as Co-ordinator, Sales and Marketing Dept.,Solar 

Industries limited 
Languages known  : English,·Hindi, Urdu, Telugu and French 

 
 
Place: Adilabad 
Date: 14 May 2016          Signature 
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EXERCISE           (Page No: 157) 
 
1. Prepare a curriculum vitae I resume I bio-data in response to the following advertisement. 
 

 
 
2. Prepare a curriculum vitae I resume I bio-data in response to the following advertisement. 
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3. Prepare a curriculum vitae I resume I bio-data in response to the following advertisement. 
 

 
 
4. Prepare a curriculum vitae I resume I bio-data in response to the following advertisement. 
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5. Prepare a curriculum vitae I resume I bio-data in response to the following advertisement. 

 
 
6. Prepare a curriculum vitae I resume I bio-data in response to the following advertisement. 
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Module – III Revision Test - 3 (Page 162) 

 
7. Prepare a CV in response to the following advertisement.      1 x 4 = 4 

 
 

Module – VI Model paper (Page 291) 
8. Prepare a curriculum vitae in response to the following advertisement    1 x 4 = 4 
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DESCRIBING A PROCESS 

 
             
 
                         (Module: V, Page: 241) 
A process can be defined as 'a series of actions or steps taken in order to achieve a particular end '. The steps 

have to be performed in a sequence for the successful completion of the task. Many daily activities that we routinely 
perform entail a process and we go through the steps almost without thinking. Brushing one's teeth, for example, is 
a process which begins with applying toothpaste on the brush, followed by brushing the teeth in the proper manner, 
rinsing one's mouth and so on.  
 
Describing a process, as the term implies, is an account of the various stages or steps involved in the completion 
of a task. The description may be in the the form of a set of instructions. It is common to use imperative sentences. 
Sometimes a numbered list of instructions is given for greater clarity and precision. A description of how to polish 

shoes may begin like this:  
 
1. First, brush off any dirt, dust or other debris on your shoe with a brush or a damp cloth. 
2. Next, apply a little shoe polish to the shoe with a brush or an old cloth, using the same colour of polish as 

that of the shoe. 
3. After that, use the brush to remove any excess polish off the shoe…… 

 
A look at the above examples reveals that in describing a process it is common to use words and  phrases like first, 
next, then, after that, finally and at the end. These words are called linkers and they show the connection 

between the various steps of the process.  
 
When a process is described in the form of a cohesive paragraph rather than as a numbered set of instructions, it is 
common to use the passive voice. The focus is placed on the task being performed, rather than the agent who 
performs it. Consider, for example the description of a typical experiment in the Chemistry laboratory. "A test tube is 
taken. A small quantity of the salt is put in it. A few drops-of sulphuric acid are added. It is observed that.... The 

process is not a subjective one but has a predictable outcome. Emphasis is laid on the process and much 
importance is not attached to the person performing the action. 
 
A flow chart is a diagrammatic representation of the various steps involved in a process. If you refer to the ones 

given in this book, it is apparent at once that the flow charts are simply a listing out of various steps. 
 
Given below are some examples of describing a process. The topics may be of use in your daily life. Observe the 
sequential flow of steps and the way linkers have been used. Observe also the voice and variation of the tense 

depending on the title of the topic. 
 
EXAMPLES: 
 
1. PREPARING POTATO FRY 
Recipe for potato fry 

Preparation time: 5 min, Cooking Time: 20 min, Serves: 2 
 
Ingredients 

 Potatoes - 2, large, washed, peeled and cubed 
 Oil- 2 tbsps 
 Turmeric powder – ½  tsp 
 Chilli powder-I tsp 
 Salt to taste 

 
Method 

Q.No: 16 
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 First heat oil in a heavy bottomed vessel. 

 Then add the diced potatoes and cook on medium flame for 4 to 5 minutes, tossing the cubed potatoes 
frequently. 

 Now reduce flame, add turmeric powder and mix. Place lid and cook on low flame for 10 minutes. 

 Next remove lid, add salt. Allow the potatoes to reach a nice brown shade. It may take another 5-6 minutes. 

 Finally add chilli powder and mix well. The potato fry is ready. 
 

2. SENDING A LETTER BY REGISTERED POST 
Registered post is a safe way of sending important letters and documents. First the letter is placed in an 
envelope and the words "By Registered Post" are inscribed on the top. The address of both the recipient as well as 
the sender must be written. The cover is then taken to the post office. Next it should be handed over to the clerk at 

the Registration counter. The clerk weighs it and informs us about the value of the stamps that should be affixed on 
the cover. The minimum charges are Rs 25. Now the stamps should be bought and affixed accordingly and, once 
again, the cover is handed to the registration clerk. Finally a receipt is given by the clerk and this should be 
kept safely till we come to know that the letter has reached the recipient. 

 
3. APPLYING FOR A PASSPORT ONLINE 
Applying for a passport is difficult offline but is easy online. First the applicant should go to the Passport Seva 
Website. He/She should fill the User Registration Form carefully and click on ' Register '. The applicant will then 

reach Applicant Home page. He should click on the link Apply for a Fresh Passport. The form contains details of 
name, place and date of birth, gender, marital status, educational qualifications, identification marks, Aadhaar Card 
Number and so on. An ARN (Acquirer Reference Number) is generated when the form is submitted. Next, the 

applicant must book an appointment at the Pass port Seva Kendra depending on the availability of dates. A fee of 
Rs1500 is charged for booking an appointment. On the appointed day the applicant must go to the Passport office 
with all original documents, self attested Photostat (Xerox) documents and the passport form with a photo pasted on 
it. After that the original documents are checked. A photograph is taken and biometric information taken. Then the 
person will be interviewed briefly. Finally an acknowledgement slip is given. Within a day or two, police verification 
takes place at the address given. In a few days the applicant receives the passport. 

 
4. BUYING A MOBILE PHONE 
How Keshav bought a mobile phone 
Keshav wanted to buy a mobile phone, but was a little confused because of the wide variety of phones available 
in the market. He, therefore, did a little research. First he asked his friends what phones they were using and what 
they would suggest. He asked about the features and cost. Next he listed out the feature s he felt were important for 

his usage and the amount he planned to spend. For example, he wanted a phone with a long lasting battery, 2 GB 
RAM and a big screen but he did not mind if the phone was a little heavy or could support only one SIM. He then 
checked on the intemet for the latest models and also compared a few models. At this point, he narrowed the 
choice to two models. Finally he went to a reputed shop and had a look at both the models. After having a 
discussion with the salesman, he bought the model he liked. 

 
 

EXERCISE – 1 
 
I. Write a paragraph of about 100 words on each of the following topics.  

(Hints have been given for some of the topics but will NOT be given in the examination.) 

1. Describe how Sandhya drew Rs. 500 from an ATM.  

2. Write down the procedure to apply for an Aadhaar card . 

3. Describe how to book a railway ticket. 

(Q.No. 1 to 3: Refer to the section on flow charts unit for information on the below topics,  Page: 55 
& 56) 

4. Describe how one should prepare for the examinations. 

5. Give instructions to your brother on how to make a cup of tea/coffee. 

6. Describe how one can make a glass of orange juice. 
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7. Describe how you and your friend s made arrangements for the College Day Function. 

(Hints: date, chief guest, programme, speeches, cultural items, invitations, stage arrangements, 
catering) 

8. Describe how your elder brother got a Driving License. 

(Hints :Learner's License- Road signs, general rules – application documents including i.d, age, 
medical certificate, photo - practice -Permanent License after 30 days and before 6 months-applied) 

9. Advise your friend about some practical measures that should be taken a couple of days before the 
onset of the Public Examinations. 

(Hints: check hall ticket- centre code and address, timings, schedule visit centre-plan means of 
transport - estimate time taken-make copies of hall ticket- keep stationery, bus pass, money) 

10. Describe how one should prepare for a job interview. 
(Hints: read the Dialogues/ Note making Passages for ideas)  (Page – 195 & 270) 
 
 
 

           

         
 

EXERCISE – 2                        (Module V, Revision Test - V, Page – 250) 
 

1. Describe how one can make a glass of orange juice    1 x 4 = 4 
    (or) 
2. Describe the process of opening an account in the bank. 
 

             (Module VI, Model Question Paper, Page– 291) 
1. Write a short paragraph describing the process of making tea for two    1 x 4 = 4 

persons 
    (or) 
2. Write a short paragraph describing the process of making a flower bouquet. 
 

SOME MORE EXAMPLES: 
 
Write a paragraph of about 100 words on each of the following topics.  
 
1. GETTING A DRIVER’S LICENCE: 

Getting Driver’s Licence involves some simple steps. The first thing to do is to register with a good driving 

school. They will require two photographs and you will have to complete a form. After that you sign up for 

lessons. The number of lessons will depend on your experience in driving. The driving school will apply to the 

traffic police for your tests. First you will take a theory test. After that, you will come back for a short test which 

will examine your parking and reversing skills. Finally, there is another test in which you drive the car a short 

distance. If you are successful, the examiner will tell you immediately, and you will fill out one or two more 

forms before getting your licence. 

 

2. SENDING A  REGISTERED LETTER: 

To send a letter through Registered Post, first we put the letter to be posted in an envelope, close and seal 

it. Then we write the recipient’s address in bold letters on it. We take the cover to the counter incharge 

concerned in the post office and get it weighed. The person tells us the required postal stamps to be affixed on 

the cover. After that, we buy the postal stamps, affix them on the cover and hand over the cover to the 

incharge concerned. The person checks that the address and postal stamps are in order. He, then, enters the 

particulars of the letter in the postal records, numbers the letter and gives us a receipt. The process of 

sending a registered letter concludes in this way. 

 

FROM OTHER MODULES 
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3. BOOKING  RAILWAY TICKETS IN ADVANCE: 

To book railway tickets in advance, first go to the designated counter at the railway station. Obtain an 

advance ticket reservation form there. Then fill in the form with all the necessary details like date of the journey, 

number of passengers, the train number and name, boarding and alighting stations etc. Check once again if all 

the information given is correct and complete. Then wait in the queue. When your turn comes, hand over the 

form along with the fare. Now, the counter incharge will give you the tickets with all relevant information printed 

on the tickets. The process of booking tickets is over. 

 

4. GETTING A PUNCTURED CYCLE TUBE REPAIRED 

Repairing a punctured cycle tube involves a series of simple steps. First, the tyre is separated from the 

wheel’s groove. After that, the tube is taken out of the tyre. Then, the tube is inflated. Next the tube is put in a 

water tub. Now, the point of the tube from where air comes out is noted. Then the tube is taken out, the noted 

part (i.e. the punctured part) is dried, cleaned and got ready for affixing on it a readily available self adhesive 

patch. Once the patch is properly placed over the puncture and pressed sufficiently against the tube, the 

process of fixing it is over. Then, the tube is put in the tyre, the tyre is fixed to the wheel, and the tube is 

inflated to the required level of pressure. 

 

5. FIXING A BLOWN ELECTRIC FUSE: 

Fixing a blown electric fuse is rather an easy job, but needs a little bit of caution. First of all, the main 

switch is turned off. Wearing gloves and slippers, one must carefully take out the  blown fuse out of its carrier. 

Then, with the help of a screw driver, the blown wire is removed. Later new fuse wire of recommended gauge 

is fixed to the fuse. Then, the fuse is placed in the carrier properly and firmly. After ensuring that the fuse is in 

its proper place, the main switch is turned on. Power supply is, thus, restored. 

 

6. MAKING TEA: 

Making tea is probably the most frequently performed activity in any household. First, a kettle with the 

required quantity of water is put on a stove. In a few minutes, the water starts boiling. Then, tea leaves of 

suitable quantity is added to the boiling water. In a short while, the tea decoction gets ready. After filtering it, 

hot milk and the desired amount of sugar are added to the decoction. The contents are stirred till the sugar 

gets dissolved in it. Tea is ready! 

 

7. PAINTING YOUR FAVOURITE WOODEN TOY: 

Painting your favourite toy could be a very interesting job. At the outset, get the paints of your choice and 

small painting brushes from a shop. Later, clean the toy thoroughly. Before taking up the actual work, take 

precautions, such as wearing an apron, to see that paint doesn’t spill on your clothes or any other valuable 

articles. Then take the paint into a small bowl, dip the paint brush in it, press the brush against the inner walls 

of the bowl to ensure only a small quantity of paint is carried with the brush. Apply a very thin, uniform layer of 

the paint all over the surface of the toy with the brush. Now allow the paint to dry by keeping the toy in a 

shaded and secure place. If needed, apply a second coat of paint in the same manner. 
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8. OPENING YOUR E-MAIL INBOX: 

To check E-mails first, switch on the computer. Then get the connection to the internet. After that, log on to 

your mail service providing site. Then enter your mail id in the box provided for it. Later enter your password in 

the box below the mail id box. When you sign in by clicking, your mail account gets loaded. And, in a moment, 

your mail in-box appears on the screen. 

 

9. PREPARING THE ANSWER FOR A QUESTION GIVEN AT THE END OF YOUR LESSON: 

To prepare answer for questions, first read the question carefully so that you understand all the key words 

correctly. Now skim through the lesson to locate the part which provides you with the relevant information. Go 

through that part slowly, identifying all the needed points. Then note down all those ideas. See if you have to 

add any other information. Once the required information is ready, present it in neatly organized and well 

written paragraphs. Read it once again and improve it wherever necessary. Your answer is ready. 
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LETTER WRITING 
 

  
Module – II(page 94-108) 

      
      MODEL LETTERS                                                  (Page-98) 

 
FORMAL LETTERS 

They may be of the following categories. 
Letter s of enquiry, complaint, request, leave and letters written to news papers/magazines etc. 
 
Note: All the letters, here, follow the blocked format. 

 
1. Here, Yamuna writes a letter to get some details regarding Karate coaching. 
 

K Yamuna 
H.No.2 -124/2 
Sultanabad 
Karimnagar 
cell:9848012345 
e-mail :yamunak@gmail.com 
 
02 May 2019 
 
The Director 
Lee Karate Centre 
Srinagar colony 
Secundrabad 
 
Dear sir 
 
DETAILS OF KARATE COACHING 
 
I have seen your advertisement in the newspaper just now. I have summer vacation till 12June 2019. So, I would 
like to join your summer camp and learn Karate for self-protection and self-confidence. Could you please send me 
the following details regarding the course? 
a. Duration 
b. Timings 
c. Fee 
d. Separate batches for girls 
 
Yours faithfully 
     Sign 
(K YAMUNA) 

 

Q.No: 17 
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2. Now, let's read the reply from the Lee Karate Centre. 
 

LEE KARATE CENTRE 

 
Jackson 
Director 
Lee Karate Centre 
Secundrabad 
Cell:8742352092 
e-mail: leekarate@gmail.com 
 
06 May 2019 
 
K. Yamuna 
H.No.2-124/2 
Sultanabad 
Karirnnagar 
 
Dear Yamuna 
 
DETAILS OF KARATE COACHING 
 
Thank you for your enquiry dated 02 May 2019. 
 
We conduct Karate classes for boys and girls. As you pointed out rightly, Karate improves self-confidence. We are 
pleased to provide all the details you have asked for. Please find the brochure herewith. The details are: 
1. Course duration: one month 
2. Timings: 5am. to 11 a.m. 
3. Fee: Rs. 2000 
4. Separate batches for girls are also conducted. 
 
If you need any further details about the course, you can contact us by mail or phone. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
        Sign 
(MJACKSON) 
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3. Write a letter to the editor of an English newspaper complaining about the skyrocketing of the prices 
of essential commodities. 

 

K. Yadaiah 
Plot no. 16, Bank colony 
Mahboobnagar 
 
24 April, 2019 
 
The Editor 
Deccan Herald 
R.P. Road 
Secunderabad 
 
Sir 
 
SKYROCKETING OF THE PRICES 
 
I would be grateful if you kindly allow me to express my grievances in the columns of your esteemed daily about the 
skyrocketing of the prices of everyday necessities. 
 
Prices of rice , wheat, sugar, edible oil and other foodstuff like different vegetables, meat, fish, etc. have gone up so 
much that a common man can ill-afford to buy them . It is learnt from newspaper reports that we have had a record 
production of food grains this year. In these circumstances I fail to understand why such a rise in prices has taken 
place .The government should take strong measures against the dishonest traders and hoarders who are creating 
artificial scarcity. 
 
An editorial in this regard will also be very much welcome. 
 
 
Yours truly 
 
 
         Sign 
(K. YADAIAH) 
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4. Write a letter of complaint to the commissioner of your municipality regarding the bad condition of a 
road that needs immediate repair. 

 

Y.KamaI 
H. No. 209/C, V.T. Road 
Suryapet 
 
28 May 2019 
 
The Commissioner 
Municipality 
Suryapet 
 
Sir 
 
BAD CONDITION OF ROAD 
 
I am a resident of V. T. Road, Suryapet. I would like to bring to your kind notice the miserable condition of the road. 
The part of V.T.Road from Sai Temple to Area Hospital is in a deplorable condition. It is one of the busiest roads in 
that area. The part I mentioned is full of potholes and that condition has led to many accidents. Last week a bike 
skidded there and three members of a family were seriously injured. So far as I remember, no repairing work has 
been carried out for the last five years. During the rainy season the road gets submerged and it becomes very 
difficult to notice those potholes.  
 
 
So, I would like to draw the attention of the authorities to the problem and request them to take necessary action so 
that the road may be put to thorough repair without any further delay. 
 
With regards 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
       Sign 
(Y. KAMAL) 
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5. Let's go through this leave letter in which Harinder asks his manager for leave. 
 

Harinder Singh 
RI7,Seven Hills 
Manasa nagar 
Manchiryal 
 
17 May 2019 
 
James Bridge 
HRManager 
Lifeline Solutions 
Nacharam 
Hyderabad 
 
Dear Sir 
 
REQUEST FOR LEAVE 
 
I am writing to you to inform you that I may not be able to attend office for a week from tomorrow i.e., from 18 May to 
24 May, as I am down with flu. I have been advised by the doctor to take absolute rest for recovery. I regret the 
inconvenience caused to the firm because of my illness.  
 
However, I am glad I could meet the deadline set to me for the report of Handles Agency. I have sent it to you for 
your approval. I am willing to put in extra efforts to clear the pending work, if any, once I am back from my leave. 
 
Thanks and regards, 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
Harinder Singh 
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Exercises 
 
1. FORMAL LETTERS: 

1. Write a letter to the principal of your college requesting him to issue your transfer, bonafide and conduct 
certificates. 

 
2. Write a letter to the editor of a newspaper about the need for proper disposal of garbage. Request him to 

publish an article in the editorial. 
 
3. Write a letter to the Collector requesting him to take necessary steps to close the unused open borewells 

which pose a big threat to children. 
 
4. Write a letter to the publisher of a bookhouse, asking him to send you the required study material for 

EAMCET. 
 
5. Write a letter to the Tahasildar to restore your village tank (lake) under "Mission Kakatiya". 
 

 
 
 
 
3. FORMAL & INFORMAL LETTERS 

     Module – II (Revision Test-2 Page 112) 

 
1. Write a letter to the Principal of your college requesting for leave of absence for three days on the eve of  
 Bathukamma festival.          1 x 4 = 4 

 
    Module – III (Revision Test-3 Page 162) 

 
1. Write a letter of complaint on the theft of your mobile in your hostel.    1 x 4 = 4 
      

Module – V (Revision Test-5 Page 250) 

 
1. Write a letter to the collector requesting him/her to take necessary steps to close the unused open bore 
 wells which create a big threat to children.       1 x 4 = 4 
 

     Module – VI (Model Question Paper Page 291) 

 
1. Write a letter to the Editor based on the hints given below: 

Plantation of trees- protecting them- rains- no water problems - adaption of 20 trees by one person- green 
earth - happy earth - quality life         1 x 4 = 4 

  
 

FROM ALL MODULES 
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NOTE MAKING 
 
             
               

 (Module – VI, Page: 260) 
 

Note-making refers to the process of selecting important points from an article, and assembling them in a way that 
is easy to comprehend and remember. The notes prepared contain all the key points. Notes can be made for 
various chapters in the curriculum too. Such notes are particularly useful before the examinations. A glance at the 
notes helps the student to recall whatever is important in the chapter and he can quickly move on to another 
chapter. Note-making is a skill that should be developed by all students as it can make learning less cumbersome. 
One can intelligently cover a lot of material in a short time. 
 
Students jot down points during lectures too. They listen to the teacher and try to keep pace as he/she reels off 
various details pertaining to a topic, some important and some, not. The student takes down whatever he/she feels 
is important. Such an activity is referred to as note-taking, as opposed to note-making.  
 
Notes may be written in the form of points. Clearly written headings and subheadings add clarity and make the 
notes intelligible at a glance. Sometimes diagrams such as pie charts, bar graphs may come in handy. For 
instance, notes on a passage about the sales figures during different quarters can be shown effectively as a pie 
diagram. Different generations of a family can be represented as a tree diagram. 
 
Spider diagrams or mind maps are radial diagrams and an interesting way to make notes. They are an effective 
way to visualize, structure and classify ideas. One can get a quick overview by looking at the figure. The main 
concept is represented as a 'sun' and is placed at the centre and the various aspects of the concept radiate from it. 
 
Notes on a passage on Pollution which deals with the types of pollution, causes and effects could be represented in 
the form of a spider diagram: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXAMPLES: 
 
Given below are some passages for note-making which have been worked out. Study them carefully and attempt 
the others. Remember to add a title which conveys the central idea. 
 
1. Almost everyone has a mobile phone these days. Mobile phones have completely changed the way people 
interact. Today the mobile phone has become part and parcel of people's lives. These devices are convenient to 
carry around and you can use them on the go as long as there is network coverage wherever you are. One can 
receive and send emails, browse websites, download games and videos, book flight tickets, transfer money to 
banks and even chat with friends far away. With a mobile phone, you are connected to the internet throughout. You 
can also use it to make calls whenever there is an emergency. 
 

Q.No: 18 
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But mobile phones have their disadvantages. People are always on their phones receiving calls, checking out their 
friends on Face book, chatting on WhatsApp, checking emails and listening to music. You can 't avoid work related 
emails and phone calls even when you're at home with your family or on vacation. Having all your information on 
your device is convenient but it's also dangerous because there's a possibility of someone else accessing your 
phone. Mobile phone theft is quite common. Innumerable accidents are caused by usage of mobile phones when 
driving. The mobile phone can also disrupt a meeting or class if proper etiquette is not followed. Today, socializing 
that involves real interaction is very rare. People have been reduced to interacting on social platforms such as Face 
book and Twitter. It can easily take you away from the real life activities and you will find it hard interacting with 
people. 
 
ANSWER: 

MOBILEPHONES: ADVANTAGESAND DISADVANTAGES 
Advantages Disadvantages 

1. multiple uses: chatting, banking, 1. constant interruptions: intrusive games, browsing 
2. easy communication 2. distraction: accidents 
3. always connected 3. affects real life situations 
4. emergency situations-great boon  

 
2. You can do well in your exams if you are disciplined and methodical in the way you approach your studies. Follow 
your class lessons properly to cover your syllabus in a systematic manner. After coming home, revise whatever is 
taught in the class, as the topics will be still fresh in mind. Try and solve the questions at the end of each topic and 
also the last five years' papers. If you are stuck, make sure you have it resolved by the next day at the most. 
 
Do not hesitate to take help from teachers and seniors, as needed. 
 
Jot down important notes and formulae that you come across during your studies. This will help before the exams as 
you can just grab the subject notebook and revise the portions you want. Revise the points as and when you get 
time. 
 
Chalk out a time table for board exam preparation and allocate ample time for each subject. Choose the time that 
you think is best for study. It can be early in the morning or late at night. Do not allow distractions to mar your 
studies. Hone your strengths but do not ignore your weaknesses. Do not study anything new or from a new book 
right before exams, as you may get confused. Revise what you have studied and glance at important notes and 
formulae. Make a weekly revision plan. Eat healthy and take ample rest. Make sure you are also spending some 
time playing and re-energizing yourself. 
 
ANSWER: 
 

TIPS FOR SUCCESS IN EXAMINATIONS 
 
Discipline and planning are essential for success in the examinations. 

• Cover syllabus in a systematic manner. 

• Revise lessons every day. 

• Seek guidance of teachers, seniors. 

• Make a timetable for study before final exams. 

• Eat well, take rest, relax , play. 

 
3. Renewable energy resources are being used all over the world. Brilliant minds have devoted their lives to finding 
resources that do not leak greenhouse gases into the ozone layer and which do not cost large amounts of money. 
Hydro energy, solar energy, wind energy, energy from bio mass and bio fuels are viable alternative sources of 
energy. They are clean sources of energy and have lower carbon emissions compared to conventional sources of 
energy such as fossil fuels. What 's more, the energy generated is nearly 80% renewable. 
 
Harnessing the power of moving water to generate electricity, known as hydroelectric power, is the largest source of 
emission-free , renewable electricity worldwide and has been used over the ages. Solar power is another excellent 
energy resource. The sun gives us free rays. so why not use them as a power source ? Solar power is trapped by 
special rows of panels which take in the energy of the sun and provide power for homes. In places which are windy, 
powerful wind turbines have been constructed to provide energy. The turbines are big towers with three prongs 
which are pushed around by the wind. This produces energy. The largest 'wind farm' in the world is in Denmark. 
 
Biogas is a popular source of energy in some countries. In Vietnam, cow and pig manure and waste is washed into 
a drain, where the gas is allowed to gather through pipes, then leak into a large 'bag', which is situated above the 
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stove. The methane (the gas produced by the cow and pig manure) is then stored and used as fuel. This procedure 
is environmentally friendly as there is no need to extract it. Biomass fuels used today come in the form of wood 
products, dried vegetation, crop residues, and aquatic plants. Biomass has become one of the most commonly used 
renewable sources of energy in the last two decades. 
 
ANSWER: 
 

RENEWABLE SOURCES OF ENERGY 
1) Renewable sources of energy: clean, low carbon emission 

2) Sources: Water, sun, wind, bio gas and bio mass- 80% renewable 

 a) Hydro energy: from water; largest source of renewable energy 

 b) Solar energy: from sun; solar panels trap energy 

 c) Wind energy: from wind ; turbines 

 d) Bio gas: from waste of animals; methane converted to energy 

 e) Bio mass: from dried vegetation. crop residues, etc . 

 
EXERCISE:          (Module-VI, Page – 265) 
 
1. Study the following passage and make notes. 
 
There are various factors to consider when planning your career. Planning for the right career starts in high school 
itself. First, think about your interests and hobbies. If you enjoy science, you may want to apply to college and 
pursue a career in engineering or marine biology. Write a list of possible careers that match your interests and your 
capabilities. If you find you are happiest when you work with others, jot down that you are a team player. In that 
case. you may want to consider jobs that involve people interaction instead of careers like computer programming or 
writing, which require more 'alone' time. 
  
Research the careers that you are considering. Write a profile for each, including job description, salary, educational 
requirements and job outlook. Realistically look at each profile and picture yourself performing the job duties. 
However, you have to consider all factors. For example, you may be able to picture yourself wearing scrubs and 
performing open heart surgery, but if you hate biology and can't imagine investing years in medical school, then it 
may not be a good idea to pursue medicine. 
 
If you have decided that you would like to pursue a career that requires higher education, do your research on 
applying to the college or program, including qualifications, application deadlines, tuition fees and length of study. If 
you have decided on a career that does not require higher education, start looking for ways to enter the field and 
gain experience. Speak to someone who already has your dream job. This person can provide a better picture of the 
pros and cons of the profession. 
                        
2. Study the following passage and make notes. 
 
Computers have made our life much easier. They can complete tasks at lightning speed with precision and 
accuracy. They are used at home for work and entertainment purposes, at offices, in hospitals, in government 
organizations and in business. 
 
People can find any type of information on the internet. Educational and informative websites are available and one 
can download books and tutorials. Many institutes are providing distance learning programs. The student does not 
need to come to the institute. The institute provides the reading material and the student attends a virtual classroom. 
The trend of online examinations is becoming popular. Different examination like GRE, GMAT and SAT are 
conducted online all over the world. With a computer one can manage office work at home. Reports can be 
submitted online. The owner of a company can check the work of the employees from home. 
 
An important use of computers at home is playing games. These games are a source of entertainment and 
recreation and can improve one's mental capability and thinking power. People can watch movies, listen to songs, 
and watch videos. They can also watch live matches on the internet. .Besides, they can chat with friends and family 
on the internet using different software like Skype. They can interact with friends over social media websites like 
Face book and Twitter. They can also share photos and videos with friends. 
 
The use of computer technology in business provides many facilities. Businessmen are using computers to interact 
with their customers anywhere in the world.  
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3. Study the following passage and make notes. 
 
When an ageing parent is to be cared for in the home of a grown child, there are few who are prepared for the 
physical, emotional and financial consequences this entails. To be the primary caregiver for another human being is 
a huge undertaking, and this is especially true when a grown child is caring for an ageing parent. To begin with, 
there is the emotional impact of the changing relationship between the parent and the grown child, whose role has 
changed from being the cared for to the caregiver. For those who have always looked to their parent for support and 
guidance, this role reversal can come with a deep sense of loss. A similar feeling of loss can be felt by the parent, 
who may find it difficult to adjust to being the one who needs support rather than the one who gives it. 
 
In addition to the emotional impact of caring for an ageing parent, there is the issue of their general health to be 
considered. Many people who survive past 65 have chronic or life-limiting medical conditions that require a high 
level of care. Another important thing to consider when making the decision to care for an ageing parent is their 
mobility. If they are unable to rise out of a bed or chair, for example, a certain amount of physical lifting may be 
involved. There is also the consideration of how self-sufficient they are on the toilet and in the shower. 
 
There is no doubt that caring for an aging parent will bring challenges, but if it can be managed well, it can also bring 
many rewards-the main one being a sense of fulfillment. If we can ensure that the parents who gave us life have a 
good journey to the end of their life, no price should be too high to pay. 
 
4. Study the following passage and make notes. 
 
Hobbies bring many benefits that usually make them more than worth the time they require. Popular hobbies include 
playing musical instruments, dance, music, sports and gardening. 
 
For those who aren't overly stressed, and may actually be under-stimulated, hobbies provide a nice source of 
'eustress', the healthy kind of stress that we all need to remain feeling excited about life. If the rest of your life is 
somewhat dull or uninspiring, hobbies can provide meaning and fun and can provide just the right amount of 
challenge. 
 
Many hobbies lend themselves to group activities: golfing, knitting, and creative writing groups are good examples. 
Hobbies that connect you with others can bring the added benefit of social support, which can bring meaning to life 
in a fun way. The friends you have fun with can become some of your best friends.  
 
Hobbies bring a sense of fun and freedom to life that can help to minimize the impact of chronic stress. Those who 
feel overwhelmed at a job. for example, can benefit from hobbies because they provide an outlet for stress, and 
something to look forward to after a hard at a stressful job. A study found that enjoyable activities performed during 
leisure time were associated with lower blood pressure and lower levels of depression. 
 
5. Study the following passage and make notes. 
 
It is not enough to prepare well for examinations. Success in the exam depends also on your state of mind during 
the exam, proper time management, neat presentation of answers and other small details. It is important to identify 
your examination centre a day before the exam and to estimate how long it will take you to get there from your 
house. Your important documents such as admit card and bus pass as well as stationery and money should be kept 
neatly in a box. Sleep well on the night before the exam and resist the temptation of last minute cramming. You 
should be well rested and relaxed. 
 
On the morning of the examination have a light breakfast and set out. Reach the examination hall well in time, 
particularly on the first day. Locate your seat and settle down comfortably, keeping everything in place. Once you 
get the question paper, read it carefully. Remain calm as any silly mistake you may make in understanding the 
questions can have damaging consequences. Spend at least five minutes going through the different sections of the 
paper. As you read it, you can form a rough plan about which questions to attempt first. It is advisable to start with 
those questions you are most confident with, instead of wasting time with the difficult ones. Do not panic if you get 
stuck with a question. Leave it incomplete and move on to the other questions. After completing the easier questions 
move on to the next level of difficulty. Save the toughest questions for the end. All the ' bits' pertaining to a question 
should be answered in sequence and at one place. Keep numbering the papers are you proceed. Draw all diagrams 
neatly and colour them, if possible, to make them more attractive. After you complete the paper, tie up the sheets 
properly. You should then revise the answer paper at least twice before handing it. 
 
 
6. Study the following passage and make notes. 
 
General knowledge is the knowledge of every aspect of human life, which may or may not be a part of one's 
academic curriculum. There can be various areas identified as different domains of general knowledge like arts, 
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discovery, games, politics, culture, films, medicine, history, etc. The main branches can be classified as --- current 
affairs, fashion, family, physical health and recreation, arts and science. 
 
General knowledge helps us to grow both on a personal and academic level. General awareness increases our 
confidence. You could start a conversation with anybody on any topic and your knowledge would impress the 
person you are interacting with. General Knowledge also helps one on the academic front. Almost all competitive 
exams thrive on general knowledge questions. Even the interview session that follows these exams consists of GK 
questions. The candidate is often asked about his opinion on some topic related to current affairs. 
 
General knowledge cannot be attained overnight. Reading newspapers and listening to news channels is an 
important practice that should be adopted. Another interesting medium to gain knowledge is through G.K quizzes. 
Such quizzes are an entertaining way to attain knowledge on various subjects. 
 
7. Study the following passage and make notes. 
 
Even the smartest and most qualified job seekers need to prepare for job interviews. You do not get a second 
chance if you fail to impress the interview panel.  
 
That first nonverbal impression can be a great beginning -- or quick ending -- to your interview. One must 
demonstrate confidence. Standing straight and not slouching, making eye contact with the interviewers and 
connecting with a firm handshake are important physical gestures which are an index of your confidence. It is 
important, also, to be well-groomed and to wear formal clothes befitting the occasion. Casual clothes may be 
frowned upon. 
 
Good communication is not limited to verbal expression but includes listening skills too. The candidate should 
keenly observe the interviewers and speak only as much as he ought to. Rambling and digressing from the topic 
can be a costly mistake. Prior to the interview the candidate should prepare himself by reading about the job 
requirements and about the company. He will then be in a better position to tailor his answers to the needs of the 
job. He should use language which is polite and respectful. Under no circumstances should personal comments and 
jokes based on race, gender, community or religion be made. 
 
Part of knowing how to interview is being ready to ask questions that demonstrate an interest in what goes on in the 
company. Asking questions also gives you the opportunity to find out if this is the right place for you.  
 
Reflect the three Cs during the interview: Be cool, calm and confident. You know you can do the job; make sure the 
interviewer believes you can, too. 
 
8. Study the following passage and make notes. 
 
Fruits and vegetables are parts of plants. We use them in different forms, either after cooking or in the raw form, as 
salads. They are natural sources of vitamins, fibres and many minerals. The sweet and succulent  produce of a plant 
is generally referred to as a fruit. The rest of the edible parts are vegetables. These could be leaves as in the case 
of spinach, the roots as in the case of radish, or the flowers as in cauliflower. Most fruits are available for human use 
in raw form, for instance, apple, mango, banana and orange. 
 
However, botanists may disagree with these generalizations. Scientifically speaking, a fruit is the matured ovary of a 
flowering plant (angiosperm), which means that it contains seeds. According to the botanical definition tomatoes, 
pumpkins, cucumbers, and zucchini are fruits are they contain seeds. Traditions and cultures play a great role in 
deciding the status of vegetables and fruits. 
 
While fruits have an exact botanical definition, vegetables do not. Fruits are those parts of plants, which contain 
seeds, but for vegetables to have seeds is not an obligation. This is the basic reason behind the classification of 
tomatoes and cucumbers among fruits. Fruits, usually, have sugar called fructose, which  gave them a sweet taste, 
whereas vegetables are, usually, savory. Fruits could be used in raw form, whereas only some vegetables can be 
used in raw form. Fruits protect seeds while vegetables could be any part of a plant. Their uses also make them 
different from each other, but both are important for the existence of life on this planet. 
 
9. Study the following passage and make notes. 
 
Amitabh Bachchan is one of the most well-known celebrities in India and is known worldwide as the most  influential 
Bollywood actor of all time. He was born Amitabh Harivansh Bachchan on the 11th of October 1942 in Allahabad to 
the acclaimed poet, Harivanshrai Bachchan, and his wife Teji Bachchan. Amitabh’s mother was a homemaker while 
his father enjoyed great success as a poet in the Chayavaad movement of literature and was awarded the coveted 
Padma Bhushan for his contribution to literature of India. Amitabh married fellow actress Jaya Bhaduri, with whom 
he had appeared in several movies. The couple married on June 3, 1973. At that time, Jaya was highly successful 
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and was, by some counts, more successful than her husband. Shortly after their marriage, the couple starred 
together in a movie, Abhimaan, and it was a major hit. The couple are together since 40 years, making their liaison 
one of the most successful marriages in  Bollywood. 
 
Amitabh and Jaya have two children, Shweta and Abhishek. Shweta is married to Raj Kapoor’s grandson, Nikhil 
Nanda. Abhishek Bachchan is married to the highly successful actress, Aishwarya Rai. Shweta and Nikhil have a 
son, Agastya, and a daughter, Navya Naveli. Abhishek and Aishwarya have a daughter, Aaradhya. 
 

 
10. Study the following passage and make notes.        (Module-VI, Model Paper, Page – 291) 
 
Adolescence is a time of life when a person's self esteem is known to fluctuate significantly. It is estimated that up to 
a half of all adolescents will struggle with low self esteem .There are some common indicators that suggest a 
teenager may have issues with self esteem. 
 
Teens with low self esteem often feel like hiding and get through public situations unnoticed. Teens who feel that 
they are not worth much may find it very hard to make eye contact with others when communicating. They avoid 
making a connection because they assume others have the same negative view of them as they do. Then again, the 
language teens use will often convey what it is they believe. Phrases like "I am useless", "I always get it wrong," are 
examples of someone expressing negative beliefs about oneself. 
 
Teenagers who feel bad about themselves will often seek to be negative about others. This is usually a defence 
mechanism. Often teens will be most critical of others who exhibit similar qualities that they don't like about 
themselves. Feelings of worthlessness can also manifest in a genuine fear of physical contact from others: When 
teens feel they are not valuable or worthwhile they can crave attention. 
 
Feelings of inadequacy in teens may also be manifested as excessive bragging about themselves, their 
achievements, or appearance. They may speak too loudly and be aggressive in their tone. They may also avoid 
social situations. Teens who have few friends or weak bonds with peers commonly have low self esteem. 
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WORD STRESS 
      

            
                    

Module IV (Page No.203) 
Exercises 
  
I. Mark the stress on the following words. 
 

1. adjective 'adjective 

2. botany 'botany 

3. capital 'capital 

4. created cre'ated 

5. certificate cer'tificate 

6. dispute di'spute (n/v) 

7. formation for'mation 

8. incident 'incident 

9. perfect 'perfect (adj) 

10. today to'day 

11. ago a'go 

12. delicious de'licious 

  

25. affection af'fection 

26. behind be'hind 

27. collector col'lect 

28. character 'character 

29. century 'century 

30. enjoy en'joy 

31. government 'government 

32. moment 'moment 

33. rehearsal re'hearsal 

34. television 'television 

35. cinema 'television 

36. happy 'happy 

13. apartment  a'partment 

14. bachelor 'bachelor 

15. container con'tainer 

16. continue con'tinue 

17. confusion con'fusion 

18. describe de'scribe 

19. famous 'famous 

20. mistaken mi'staken 

21. question 'question 

22. tomorrow to'morrow 

23. victory 'victory 

24. excellent 'excellent 

  

37. about a'bout 

38. believe be'lieve 

39. centre 'center 

40. comfort 'comfort (n/v) 

41. director di'rector 

42. eighteen eigh'teen 

43. hotel ho'tel 

44. overtake over'take 

45. salute sa'lute 

46. understand under'stand 

47. junior 'junior 

48. People 'people 

  
II. You have read the stress rules on suffixes. Follow the rules and mark stress on the following words. 
 

1. publicity pub'licity 13. possibility possi'bility 

2. stupidity stu'pidity 14. tenacity te'nacity 

3. application appli'cation 15. observation obser'vation 

4. cyclical  'cyclical 16. mechanical me'chanical 

5. catastrophic cata'strophic 17. specific spe'cific 

6. refugee refu'gee 18. trainee trai'nee 

7. suspicious sus'picious 19. judicious ju'dicious 

Q.No: 19 
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8. generation gene'ration 20. vacation va'cation 

9. civilization civili'zation 21. confusion con'fusion 

10. observation obser'vation 22. nation 'nation 

11. license 'license 23. education edu'cation 

12. selection se'lection 24. ceremony 'ceremony 

    

25. simplicity sim'plicity 37. necessity ne'cessity 

26. information infor'mation 38. conversation conver'sation 

27. plantation plan'tation 39. political po'litical 

28. terrific ter'rific 40. scientific scien'tific 

29. energetic ener'getic 41. realistic rea'listic 

30. luxurious lu'xurious 42. conscious 'conscious 

31. career ca'reer 43. itself it'self 

32. atrocious a'trocious 44. humility hu'mility 

33. fallacious fal'lacious 45. curiosity curi'osity 

34. grammatical  gram'matical 46. morality mo'rality 

35. visibility visi'bility 47. humanize 'humanize 

36. legibility legi'bility 48. authorize 'authorize 

 
III. The following words have weak prefixes. Put a stress mark on the words and refer to dictionary. 
 

1. afar a'far 6. befriend be'friend 

2. across a'cross 7. although al'though 

3. again a'gain 8. asleep a'sleep 

4. resistant re'sistant 9. ahead a'head 

5. abroad a'broad 10. afraid a'fraid 

    

11. belittle be'little 16. become be'come 

12. agree a'gree 17. around a'round 

13. alive a'live 18. arrive ar'rive 

14. according ac'cording 19. indebted in'debted 

15. because be'cause 20. apart a'part 
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IV. The following words with two syllables have noun/adjective and verb forms. Put a stress mark on the 
syllables based on their grammatical functions. 

  

Noun/Adjective  Verb  

1. absent 'absent absent ab'sent 

2. convict 'convict convict con'vict 

3. conflict 'conflict conflict con'flict 

4. contract 'contract contract con'tract 

5. contrast  'contrast contrast con'trast 

6. defect 'defect defect de'fect 

7. export 'export export ex'port 

8. increase 'increase increase in'crease 

9. object 'object object ob'ject 

10. present 'present present pre'sent 

11. produce 'produce produce pro'duce 

12. project 'project project pro'ject 

13. rebel 'rebel rebel re'bel 

14. record 'record record re'cord 

 
V. Place a stress mark on the following compound words. Look up the dictionary and correct your answers. 

1. deadline 'deadline 11. crossword 'crossword 

2. hairbrush 'hairbrush 12. north-east north-'east 

3. pickpocket 'pickpocket 13. post-mortem post'mortem 

4. breakfast 'breakfast 14. whoever who'ever 

5. right handed right 'handed 15. anything 'anything 

6. metal box  'metal box 16. left hand left 'hand 

7. software 'software 17. classroom 'classroom 

8. half-baked half-'baked 18. grandmother 'grandmother  

9. prime minister prime 'minister 19. himself him'self 

10. supermarket 'supermarket 20. bus station 'bus station 

    

21. whenever when'ever 31. footprint 'footprint 

22. lifeboat 'lifeboat 32. schoolteacher 'schoolteacher 

23. rain-coat 'raincoat 33. airport 'airport 

24. postgraduate post'graduate 34. aircraft 'aircraft 

25. earthquake 'earthquake 35. bad tempered bad'tempered 
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26. good-natured good-'natured 36. afternoon after'noon 

27. itself it'self 37. man-made man-'made 

28. bus-ticket 'bus-ticket 38. light house 'light house 

29. handshake 'handshake 39. ourselves 'our'selves 

30. seashore 'seashore 40. suitcase 'suitcasea 

 
Exercise 
The following words have both primary and secondary stress in them. Mark the stressed syllables by using 
appropriate marks. Lookup the dictionary and correct your answers. 
 

1. congratulation congratu'lation 5. inferiority inferi'ority 

2. advantageous advan'tageous 6. agitation agi'tation 

3. combination combi'nation 7. conversation conver'sation 

4. enthusiastic enthusi'astic 8. independent inde'pendent 

    

9. accidental  acci'dental 13. accusation accu'sation 

10. authoritarian athouri'tarian 14. calculation calcu'lation 

11. confidential confi'dential 15. disagreement disa'greement 

12. opportunity oppor'tunity 16. responsibility responsi'bility 

 
 

 
        

Module – I (page – 5 & 66) 

Mark the stress on the correct syllable in the following words. 

1. criminal 'criminal 6. society so'ciety 

2. attempt at'tempt 7. monsoon mon'soon 

3. answer 'answer 8. reality re'ality 

4. important im'portant 9. nationality natio'nality 

5. aspiration aspi'ration 10. aspiration aspi'ration 
 

Module – II (page 73) 

Mark the stress on the correct syllable in the following words. (Take the help of a dictionary) 

1. curiosity curi'osity 6. happy 'happy 

2. impulse 'impulse 7. people 'people 

3. sudden 'sudden 8. ourselves our'selves 

4. between be'tween 9. action 'action 

5. amazing a'mazing 10. perhaps per'haps 
 

Mark the stress on the correct syllable in the following words.             Revision test – II(page 112) 

1. curiosity curi'osity 6. ourselves our'selves 

2. happy 'happy 7. between be'tween 

3. impulse 'impulse 8. amazing a'mazing 

4. people 'people 9. ourselves re'lation 

5. sudden 'sudden 10. perhaps per'haps 

FROM ALL MODULES 
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Module – III (page – 120) 

Mark the stress on the correct syllable in the following words 

1. murmur 'murmur 6. today to'day 

2. absent  ab'sent (v) 7. courtesy 'courtesy 

3. concern con'cern (n/v) 8. teacher 'teacher 

4. around a'round 9. forward 
 

 'forward 

5. nothing 'nothing 10. continue con'tinue 

 

Mark the stress on the following words.              Revision test – III(page 162) 

1. murmur 'murmur 6. today to'day 

2. absent ab'sent (v) 7. courtesy 'courtesy 

3. concern con'cern (n/v) 8. teacher 'teacher 

4. around a'round 9. forward 'forward 

5. nothing 'nothing 10. continue con'tinue 

 

Module – IV (page 168) 

Mark the stress on the correct syllable in the following words. 

1. technology tech'nology 6. sulphur 'sulphur 

2. increase 'increase (n) 7. chlorine 'chlorine 

3. poison 
'poison 

 
8. atmosphere 

'atmosphere 

 

4. danger 'danger 9. shallow 'shallow 

5. fertilizer 'fertilizer 10. campaign cam'paign 

 

Mark the stress on the correct syllable in the following words.                   Revision test – IV(page 210) 

1. poison 'poison 4. fertilizer 'fertilizer 

2. technology 
 

tech'nology 
5. population popu'lation 

3. chlorine 'chlorine 6. pollution pol'lution 

 

Mark the stress on the correct syllable in the following words.     Module – V (page 221) 

1. musician mu'sician 6. Imagine i'magine 

2. allow al'lowed 7. herself her'self 

3. audience 'audience 8. expression ex'pression 

4. respect re'spect (n/v) 9. perfectly 'perfectly 

5. complain com'plain 10. woman 'woman 

 

Mark the stress on the correct syllable in the following words.                Revision test – V(page 250) 

1. society so'ceity 4. believe be'lieve 

2. capital 'capital 5. against a'gainst 

3. residence 'residence 6. village 'village 
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Module – VI, Model question paper (page 292) 

 

Mark the stress for any eight of the following words.           8 x ½ = 4 

1. because be'cause 6. translation trans'lation 

2. centre 'centre 7. continue con'tinue 

3. billionaire billio'naire 8. emission e'mission 

4. librarian li'brarian 9. curiosity curi'osity 

5. perhaps per'haps 10. answer 'answer 
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DIALOGUE WRITING 
 

 
 

MODULE – IV (Page 188-198)  
 

Language is a vehicle of thought. It is a means of communication. If we want to communicate our feelings and 
thoughts, we need good command over language. 
 
Basically, communication is of two types: Formal and Informal. Formal communication is used with strangers, elders 
and others whom we respect. Informal communication is used with one’s and dear.  
 
Informal and formal situations I contexts 

1. There are many people we know fairly well and with whom we share a personal relationship. When we interact 
with them, the context is said to be an informal one. Friends chatting with each other and children talking to their 
parents are typical examples of an informal context. In such situations even the language spoken by both parties is 
informal .Thus, when friends talk to each other, as in the example given below, they may call each other by their 
nicknames (Eg.Appi). Full sentences are often not used (Eg. See you soon). The language is colloquial and flows 
easily. It may not conform to the rules of grammar (Eg. Long time, no see). Contractions are common  

(Eg.what ‘s, I’ll ). The tone is one of familiarity and camaraderie. 
 
Dialogue between two friends who met at a shop. 
Aparna   : Hi Archana! 
Archana   : Hi Appi ! How are you? Long time, no see. 
Aparna   : Well, rather busy with exams. And what's the news at your end? 
Archana   : Nothing much. The same boring routine. 
Aparna   : Ok, then. I'll get going. Bye. 
Archana   : See you soon. Bye. 
2. When people interact in a formal context, as in the classroom (student and teacher), at a conference or in the 
office (subordinate and boss), as in the second example given below, the language is more formal. Full sentences 
are spoken and the rules of grammar are scrupulously followed. Contractions are used only occasionally. People 
greet each other, discuss something and take leave of each other with restraint and decorum. (Eg. Good morning, 
thank you, repeated use of sir). Formal language is very close to written language. 
 
Dialogue between a manager and a clerk 
 

Clerk :  Good Morning, sir. 

Manager :  Good Morning. I see that you are late to work again. 

Clerk :  Sir, I am sorry but I had some urgent work at home . 

Manager :  I'm getting tired of your excuses. 

Clerk :  Sir, please excuse me. I will be on time from tomorrow. 

Manager :  This is the last warning. You can go to your desk now. 

Clerk :  Thank you , sir 

 
I. Let us now consider different types of situations such as - greeting another person, asking a question, giving 

a reply, making a request, giving advice, offering a suggestion, offering an apology and expressing gratitude 
- and observe how one could use informal or formal language to convey the same thing, depending on the 
level of familiarity between the speakers. 

 
1. Greeting 
 Informal : Hi, Neeta! Great to see you !/ Hi, Neeta! What a surprise!/ Hi, Neeta! How're you ? 
 Formal: Good morning, Ms Neeta! It is indeed a pleasure to see you. 
 
2. Leave taking I farewell. 
 Informal: Bye, See you soon! Great seeing you. Bye!/ Guess that 's all for now. Bye! 
 Formal : I must leave now. Good night, sir!/ It was a pleasure to have met you. Good day! 
 
3. Asking a question 
 Informal: Hey ! Quick question. Where's Timbuktu?/Hi, Renu! Know where Timbuktu is? 

Q.No: 20 
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 Formal: Renuka, can you please tell me where Timbuktu is?/ Renuka, I'm sorry to bother you but could you 
tell me where Timbuktu is? 

 
4.  Giving an answer (to the above question) 
 Informal: How the heck would I know?/ Don't know, don't care./ No idea / Mali, West Africa. 
 Formal: I'm sorry, Meena, but I don 't know the answer. / Timbuktu is a city in Mali, West Africa. 
 
5. Making a request 
 Informal: Hey, give me your book for a day? / Mohan, lend me your book for a day ? (tone is one of rising 

inflexion) 
 Formal: Mohan, please lend me your book for a day. / I would be obliged if you could lend me your book for 

a day./ Mohan, would you be kind enough to lend me your book for a day? 
 
6. Making a suggestion 
 Informal: Coming for a walk?/ Let' s go for a walk. 
 Formal: I think it would be nice if we could go for a walk.! We can consider going for a walk. 
 
7. Giving advice 
 Informal: Write neatly, you nitwit!/ Improve your writing, Uma. 
 Formal: Uma, I advise you to improve your writing./ It would be nice if you could improve your writing, Uma. 
 
8. Offering an apology 
 Informal: Sorry it broke. / Awfully sorry I broke the plate. 
 Formal: I apologise for breaking the plate./ I am extremely sorry for having broken the plate. 
 
9. Expressing gratitude 
 Informal: Thanks Partha, for the pen. 
 Formal: Thank you so much for the pen./ It was indeed nice of you, Parthasarathy, to have given me the 

pen. 
 
II. Look at the following tables giving hints about how to make suggestions and requests in spoken 

English. 
Making suggestions 

Let's [verb] 
 Let's watch a movie. 
Why don 't we [verb] 
 Why don't we watch a movie? 
How about [verb + ing] 
 How about watching a movie? 
What about [verb + ing] 
 What about watching a movie? 

 
Requesting Accepting Requests Refusing Requests 

 Would you mind.... please?  Sure , I'd be glad/happy to....  I'd love to, but ... 
 Can/Could you..?  Of course/Certainly.  It sounds great, but ... 
 Will/Would you...?  No problem.  I'm sorry, but... 
 Please...  Sure . Just a moment  Sorry to say that. ... 
 

MODEL DIALOGUES 
 

Given below are some dialogues depicting what people might say in situations they encounter in their day-to-day 
life. Study them and observe the use of formal and informal language, abbreviations, tone and flow of ideas. 
  
MODEL DIALOGUES - I         (FROM MODULE IV, Page - 192) 
1. Two girls introduce themselves to each other on their first day at the college. 
 
Vishala :  Hello ! I'm Vishala. I joined HEC at this college. 

Lakshmi :  Hello, Vishala! Nice to meet you. I'm Lakshmi and I joined CEC. 

Vishala :  I saw the time table and came to the classroom. It's such a large college. 

Lakshmi :  That's true. By the way, where do you stay? 

Vishala :  We have recently shifted to Gandhinagar.How about you? 
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Lakshmi :  At SBI Colon y. I came by Bus No.48 today. 

Vishala :  Oh, so did I. Maybe we can go back together. 

Lakshmi :  That would be nice. 

Vishala :  Any idea about the lecturers of this college? 

Lakshmi :  The teaching is good, it seems. 

Vishala :  Oh, a lecturer is coming. We'll talk later. 

Lakshmi :  I'm so happy I have found a nice friend on the very first day of college. 

Vishala :  Same here, Lakshmi. 

 

2. Making enquiries about a Computer Course 

Azeem :  Good Morning. My name is Azeem. 

Manager :  Good Morning, Mr. Azeem! How can I help you? 

Azeem :  I heard about the Computer courses at your Institute. I came to find out more details. 

Manager :  Which course are you interested in? We offer C++, Java, HTML… 

Azeem :  I need to join a very basic course. I don't even know how to log on to a computer 

Manager :  We offer introductory courses of 10 days and 20 days duration. 

Azeem :  What's the difference? 

Manager :  The first requires you to practice at home. The second gives you more practice at the  

   institute itself. 

Azeem :  I'll take the 20-day course. And the fees? 

Manager :  Rs. 2000. To be paid fully in advance. 

Azeem :  Ok. Please give me the application form. 

Manager :  Here it is. 

 

3. Principal and a student who is applying for leave 

Ranga   :  Good Morning Madam! May I come in? 

Principal  : Yes, Come in, Ranga. What is it? 

Ranga   :  Madam, I need permission to be absent from college for two weeks. 

Principal  :  Two weeks ? That's a long time. What is the reason? 

Ranga   :  Madam, my sister is getting married on the 3rd of August. 

Principal  :  3rd August is a long time off. 

Ranga   :  Madam, I have to help in making the arrangements. 

Principal  :  But you will miss classes for two weeks. 

Ranga   :  I will work extra hard , madam. 

Principal  :  Alright. 

Ranga   :  Thank you so much for giving me permission. 

 

4. Fixing an appointment with the doctor on the phone 

Secretary :   Hello, Drishti Eye Clinic. 

Meghna  :   Hello! May I speak to Dr Sudhakar Reddy? 

Secretary :   He is busy right now. Is it for an appointment ? 

Meghna :   Yes, I have called to fix an appointment for next week. Any day will do. 

Secretary :   Let me see. Will Friday be ok? We have free slots at 5.30pm and at 6.l5pm. 

Meghna :   Sure, at 5.30 pm will be ok. 

Secretary :   Your name? And mobile number? 

Meghna :   My name is Miss T.D.Meghna. My mobile number is 9345672134. 

Secretary :   Please report at the desk 15 minutes before the appointment with relevant reports, if any. 

Meghna  :  Thank you! I’ll be there by 5 pm on Friday. 
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5. Stranger seeking directions 

Stranger :  Excuse me. 

Naresh :  Yes, please. 

Stranger :  Could you please give me the directions to Telangana Yuvathi Mandali ? 

Naresh :  Sure. Go straight till you reach YMCA Circle, Narayanaguda. Then… 

Stranger :  Just a minute. Approximately how far is the circle from here? 

Naresh :  It's about half a kilometer from here. 

Stranger :  From there? 

Naresh :  At the circle turn right and go straight for a kilometre till you come to Barkatpura Chaman.  

   Turn left there and proceed straight. It's the 3rd or 4th building on your left. 

Stranger :  You've been very helpful. Thanks a lot. 

Naresh :  Oh, that's ok. Hope you find the place without a problem. 

 

6. Father explaining to son about mobile etiquette 

Gopal  :  Thanks, Dad, for the mobile you gifted me. It's great! Just what I wanted. 

Father :  Gopi, it's not enough to own a mobile. You must also observe mobile etiquette. 

Gopal :  What's that? I'm not sure I understand. Could you please elaborate, Dad? 

Father :  There are certain unwritten rules you should observe when using a mobile. 

Gopal :  Oh, like not using it in the classroom when the lecturer is teaching? 

Father :  Not just that. When you are in the company of others it is impolite to keep talking on the  

   mobile, or to keep checking mail and sending messages. Similarly, in public places you  

   must keep your mobile in vibration mode. 

Gopal :  True, people around would be disturbed, otherwise. Thanks Dad for your suggestions. 

 

7. Neighbour giving tips for attending an interview 

Vidyasagar :  Come in, Anand. Long time since I've seen you. Hope you're studying well. 

Anand :  Uncle, I've completed B.Sc ., and am looking for a job. In fact, I have an interview next  

   week. 

Vidyasagar :  Congrats! All the best. 

Anand :  I thought I'd take a few tips from you as you are the head of H.R. in your company. 

Vidyasagar :  Sure! What's the name of the company that called you for the interview? 

Anand :  TFG Motors. It's a new company with the headquarters in Chennai. 

Vidyasagar :  Well, the first thing you should do is to find out whatever you can about the company and  

   about your job profile. 

Anand :  I'll look it up on the internet, uncle, and also contact them on the mobile. 

Vidyasagar :  Don't be nervous during the interview. Speak in a polite manner and give direct, complete  

   answers to questions. If you don't know something, tell them frankly. 

Anand :  I'll follow your advice, uncle. Any other tips? 

Vidyasagar :  Dress neatly and reach the office at least 20 minutes before the scheduled time. 

Anand :  Thanks, uncle, for taking the trouble to tell me all this. 

Vidyasagar :  No problem, Anand. All the best and I'm sure you'll do well. 

Anand :  I hope so too. I'll go now. Good night! 

 

8. Apology for losing friend’s book 

Rekha  :  Hi, Kalpana. Such nice weather today ! 

Kalpana  :   Hi, Rekha. 

Rekha  :   What's the matter? You seem rather dull. 

Kalpana  :  Rekha, I don 't know how to tell you this ..... I lost your Physics notes. 

Rekha  :  Lost the notes? How did it happen ? You mean you misplaced the book? 

Kalpana  :  No, Rekha. I think I left it by mistake in the bus yesterday. I'm so sorry. 

Rekha  :  I had prepared the notes with so much care, Kalpana. 
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Kalpana  :  I know, Rekha. Please excuse me. I know you must be so angry. 

Rekha :  Not angry, but upset. How will I ever write all those notes again? 

Kalpana :  I’ll help you. I'll complete the work in a week. I promise. 

Rekha :  Well, don 't feel bad. Mistakes happen. 

Kalpana :  Sorry again, Rekha. I'll buy a notebook right now and begin the work. 

 

9. Complaint about defective goods 
Salesman  :  Good morning, Sir. How can I help you? 
Customer :  I bought a Voker TV from your shop last week. 
Salesman  :  Any problem, Sir? 
Customer :  The TV was fine for a couple of days. Later the image on the screen started becoming 

 hazy. 
Salesman :  Sir, I suggest you get in touch with Customer Service of Voker T.V. They will send a  
   technician to fix the problem. 
Customer :   No, that 's not acceptable to me. I don't want a defective TV. 
Salesman :  Sir, I'm sorry but that is the procedure you must follow. 
Customer :  That is not fair. I want my TV to be replaced. 
Salesman :  Sir, please talk to our Manager. I am sure he can help you. 
Customer :  Please call him here at once. I will take out the receipt and other documents in the  
   meantime. 
 

 

 

MODEL DIALOGUES – II        MODULE – I (page  10) 

 

1. Read the following dialogue between students of Class IX studying in different schools. 
 
Hema  : Hi Maha! What are you drawing? 
Maha  : Hi Hema! I'm drawing pictures of pet animals, just for fun! 
Hema  : For fun! Have you finished your homework? 
Maha  : Yes, for fun! And this is my homework too. 
Hema  : How can drawing pictures be your homework? 
Maha  : It may surprise you. But our teachers take a lot of care to make our home work interesting 

 and enjoyable. 
Hema  : Sounds wonderful! The very word ‘homework’ frightens us. Endless pages of boring 

 stuff.  
Maha  : But for us, homework is a pleasure. In fact we eagerly look forward to the following day's  
   work. It could be something like watching our favourite TV programme and writing about the 

 theme, or describing a particular character, etc. 
Hema  : Oh! Very interesting. I wish I were a student of that school. I'll ask my dad if I Can join your  
   school next year. 
Maha  : You're welcome. All the best. Bye for now. 
Hema  : Thank you, Maha. Bye. 

 
MODULE – II (Page 77) 

2. Read the following dialogue between two friends about their interests. 

 

Neelima : Hi Revathi. How are you? 

Revathi  : Fine, thank you. How about you? 

Neelima  : Fine. Did you decide about the course you’ill take in intermediate? 

Revathi  : I have decided to go for MPC. I like Physics very much. What about you? 

Neelima : I want to opt for MEC. I am interested in doing CA. 

Revathi  : Good. One should choose what one likes. All the best. 

Neelima : Thank you and wish you the same. Bye. 

 

 

FROM ALL MODULES 
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MODULE – III (Page 121) 

3. Read the following dialogue between a doctor and a patient. 

 

Patient   : Good morning, doctor. 

Doctor   : Good morning. Please sit down. What is the problem? 

Patient  : Doctor, I have been suffering from a stomach pain since last night. 

Doctor  : Did you eat any roadside food? 

Patient  : Yes, doctor. Last night I had paani puris. 

Doctor  : Then it might be a case of food poisoning. Avoid oily food for at least two or three days. 
Take these tablets for three days. You will be all right. 

Patient  : Thank you, doctor. 

Doctor  : It's all right. 

 

MODULE – IV (Page 172) 

4. Here is a dialogue between two friends discussing environmental issues. 

 

Shloka  : Hi! Srihan, when did you come from the US? 

   Do you like it here? 

Srihan  : Hi! Shloka, I came two days ago. I'm slowly getting used to this place. 

Shloka  : Oh! Any particular problem, Srihan? 

Srihan  : The heat is unbearable. I'm also shocked to see all the garbage in this locality. 

Shloka  : Well, I guess it must be cool in the US. But don't you find garbage in the US? Here garbage 
has become a major problem. With the Swatch Bharath programme initiated by the Prime 
Minister, people are becoming conscious of cleanliness. 

Srihan  : Great! That's good to hear. In the US, garbage is not a problem. It is cleared regularly. 
Moreover, hefty fines are imposed for littering. 

Shloka  : Here garbage is cleared in urban areas daily but piles accumulate again in no time. Now 
there is greater awareness about issues like garbage disposal and pollution. 

Srihan  : Sure, people have to take the initiative. Only if all co-operate, we can check pollution. We 
must leave a clean planet for the future generations. 

Shloka  : Bye Srihan, my father is calling me. Let's meet again. 

Srihan  : Goodbye Shloka. 
 

MODULE – V (Page 224) 
5. Read the following dialogue between friends: 
 
Geeta   :  Hi Maya! You look tired. 
Maya   :  Hi Geeta! Yes, couldn’t sleep last night. Granny was coughing a lot. I had to get her water 

and medicines. 
Geeta   : What a nuisance! I feel sorry for you. 
Maya   : Geeta, I don't mind helping out. I love Granny a lot. 
Geeta   : You share your room with her, don't you? 
Maya   : Yes. As you know, our house is small. 
Geeta   : Then you don't have any privacy. Doesn't it bother you? 
Maya   : Geeta, we all have to make sacrifices for each other. Also, Granny does so much for me – 

she cooks delicious sweets, tells stories, pampers me – I enjoy her company very much. 
Geeta  : Oh! That sounds great! I used to think old people were just a burden and one had to put up 

with them. 
Maya  : Come home and meet my granny. You will not leave her. 
Geeta  : Sure, Geeta, I'll drop in next week. Bye. 
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EXERCISES 
 

Excercise – 1 :         (FROM MODULE IV page 198) 
Construct dialogues on the following situations: 

i) between friends who are discussing how they are preparing for the exams 

ii) between a teacher and a student who has come late to class 

iii) between a salesman and a customer who has been sold a defective shirt 

iv) between a parent and a teenager who is watching too much TV/chatting too much on mobile / spending too 
much time on the computer. 

v) between a neighbour and a teenager who has damaged the neighbour's car while playing cricket. 

 

 
 
 
Exercise – 2 :         

MODULE – I (Page 10) 
 

i) Write a dialogue between two students discussing their difficulties in carrying too many text books to 
college every day. 

 
 

MODULE – II (Page 78) 
 

ii) Write a dialogue between a teacher and a student who seeks clarification on his doubts. 
 
 

MODULE – III (Page 122) 
 

iii) Write a dialogue between two students discussing their opinion about the importance of communication 
skills. 

 
MODULE – IV (Page 173) 

 
iv) Write a dialogue between two friends on the measures that should be taken to curb sound pollution. 

 
 

REVISION TEST – IV (page 209) 
 

v) Write a dialogue between two friends on the measures that should be taken to curb sound pollution.  
            1 x 4 = 4 

  
or 

 Write a dialogue between a passenger and a conductor on issuing a ticket to a child of under five. 
 

MODULE – V (Page 225) 
 

vi) Write a dialogue between two students discussing the different things their grandparents do for them. 
 

REVISION TEST – V (page 250) 
 

vii) Write a dialogue between a student and a teacher about naming their school after a philanthropist. 
            1 x 4 = 4 

or 
 Write a dialogue between a philanthropist and a donee about the need for charity. 
 

MODEL QUESTION PAPER MODULE – VI (Page 292) 
 

viii). Write a dialogue between two friends who are going to join an Engineering college in about 4 or 5 
meaningful exchanges.          1 x 4 = 4 

       or 
 Write a dialogue between a student and the principal about establishing an English language lab at the 

college. 

FROM ALL MODULES 
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Total No. of Questions – 20    Regd.  
Total No. of Printed Pages – 6    No. 

 

ENGLISH 
PAPER-II 

Model Paper – II 
Time : 3 Hours                                      Max. Marks : 100 

SECTION – A 
1.      Annotate ANY TWO of the following in about 100 words each.   2 × 4 = 8  
 (a) When I look at children, I wonder whether they have time to play with friends, to meet       
       interesting people, to explore the world, and to follow their curiosity. 
 (b) Happiness, after all, is an inner state of mind. It is little dependent on outside environment. 
 (c) Then to my surprise, and I must confess, my relief, she opened it as quietly, and with a grace  
                 and dignity that would have befitted a queen, she walked to her seat. 
 (d) India will be radiant when our children are free to dance in the rain. 
 
2.      Annotate ANY TWO of the following in about 100 words each.    2 × 4 = 8 

 (a) I don't understand why, when I needed You the most, You would leave me." 
 (b) Son, son, it gives me great joy to see you well settled, children and all, 
 (c) I have heard that it can hide a river inside! 
 (d) This above all : to thine ownself be true, 
 
3. Answer ANY TWO of the following questions in about 100 words each.                 2 × 4 = 8 
 (a) Nehru advises us to develop the art of thinking. How can one achieve this? 
 (b) What does the writer expect from parents and teachers in the essay ‘Dancing in the Rain’? 
 (c) Describe briefly the scene between the speaker and the listeners in the story, 'To Sir, with Love'. 
 (d) What kind of freedom does Azim Premji recommend to the children of India? 
 
4.      Answer ANY TWO of the following questions in about 100 words each.                  2 × 4 = 8 
 (a) Describe the reaction of the speaker when she sees only one set of footprints. 
 (b) What tricks does the earth show, according to Gulzar? 
 (c) Explain the line : "Be thou familiar, but by no means vulgar". 
 (d) Does the speaker want to stay at this place for long? Support your answer. 
 

5.      Answer ANY TWO of the following questions in about 100 words each.                 2 × 4 = 8 
 (a) Does the elder brother love to play? If so, does he suppress his desire? Why ? 
 (b) Describe the condition that forced Mallaiah to collect parige late in the evening? 
 (c) Why did Nathu grumble to himself? 
 (d) Why was Alka unwilling to take up the job? Which incident left her with no choice? 

 

SECTION – B 
 

6.      Read the following passage carefully and answer ANY FOUR questions given after it.                   
                    4 × 1 = 4 
 The police patel who has been carrying out wicked governance by becoming a part in the cruel 
 machinery of administration, uttered a sentence which reflected human feeling. He said "How is 
 her father's condition now?" 
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 "He is a very old fellow. He has been bedridden for six months as if he is neither living nor dead. 
 There is no hope that he will survive. But to know when exactly he will die, are these fellows 
 Brahma’s sons? They are loafers but they tell all lame excuses," replied one of the sethu sindhis. 
 (i) How had the police patel been carrying out his wicked governance? 
 (ii) What made the writer to say that even the cruel police patel had human feelings? 
 (iii) Who was the old man here? 
 (iv) How long had the old man been bed ridden? 
 (v) One of the sethu sindhis commented that the poor labourers were loafers. Write true or false. 
 (vi) Find the word in the passage which is the antonym of ‘young’. 
 
7.      Read the following passage carefully and answer ANY FOUR questions given after it.                    
             4 × 1 = 4 
 The teaching profession is said to be the noblest of all professions. Teachers are honoured all over 
 the world. International Teacher's Day is celebrated on October 05th and Teacher's Day is 
 celebrated all over India on the 5th of September, which is the birthday of an outstanding teacher, 
 philosopher and the second President of India, Dr Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan. When Dr 
 Radhakrishnan was the President of India, some of his students approached him and requested him 
 to allow them to celebrate his birthday. Dr Radhakrishnan said, "Instead of celebrating my 
 birthday, I will be happy if September 5th is observed as Teacher's day." It is an example of Dr. 
 Radhakrishnan's love for the teaching profession. From then onwards, his birthday is observed as 
 Teacher's Day in India. It is a remarkable day when teachers are honoured and felicitated for their 
 commitment and dedication. 
 (i) When is International Teacher's Day celebrated? 
 (ii) What did the students request Dr Radhakrishnan? 
 (iii) Did Dr Radhakrishnan accept the proposal for the celebration of his birthday? 
 (iv) What makes Teacher 's Day remarkable? 
 (v) Pick out the word in the passage which means 'extraordinary'. 
 (vi) Why did Dr Radhakrishnan want his birthday to be celebrated as Teacher's Day? 
 
8.      Study the advertisement given below and answer ANY FOUR questions given after it.  

     4 × 1 = 4 
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 (i) Name the social evil that is being picturised in the advertisement. 
 (ii) What are the four forms of abuse listed in the advertisement? 
 (iii) What are students encouraged to do if they come across someone being ragged? 
 (iv) Write down any 2 ways that a student can be punished for indulging in ragging. 
 (v) Students should not ' rag'. Besides, they should also not be a. . . . . . . . . . to ragging. (Fill in the  
      blanks, using words from the advertisement.) 
 (vi) The advertisement suggests that (Choose the best option) 
  (a) It is impossible to stop the evil of ragging. 
  (b) If all co-operate, ragging in educational institutions can be completely stopped. 
  (c) Some students should rag others while the rest should watch. 
 

9.      Given below is a bar-graph depicting the performance of three girls in a unit test. Study and answer 
 the questions that follow.         4 × 1 = 4 

 
 (i) What is the bar graph about? 
 (ii) Name the subjects taken into account. 
 (iii) Name the girls whose performance in the test is being compared. 
 (iv) Who got the highest marks in English? 
 (v) Who got the highest marks in Science? 
 (vi) Lata got the lowest marks in Science. Say true or false. 
 

SECTION - C 
10. Rewrite the following passage / sentences using EIGHT of the punctuation marks wherever 
 necessary.                                      8 × 1/2 = 4 
 whatever little i learnt about being a parent i learnt by observing my children and letting them teach 
 me but one day my son said dad I found a pen in the class and I brought it home 
  
11.   Match ANY FOUR of the following words in Column ‘A’ with their meanings/definitions 
 in Column ‘B’.                    4 × 1 = 4                                                                     

(i) agnostic  ( ) (a) a record of historical events 
 (ii) bibliophile  ( ) (b) a person who fights for the rights of women 
 (iii) chronicle  ( ) (c) lasting for very short time 

(iv) ephemeral  ( ) (d) a person who claims neither faith nor disbelief in the  
         existence of God 

(v) feminist  ( ) (e) (of people) who love the company of others 
(vi) gregarious  ( ) (f) a person who loves reading and keeping books  
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12.    Use ANY FOUR of the following idioms/phrases in sentences of your own.       4 × 1 = 4                                                                      
 (i) a piece of cake    (ii) on cloud nine 
 (iii) make hay while the sun shines  (iv) fight an uphill battle 
 (v) at the eleventh hour 
 (vi) in the blink of an eye  
 
13.    Make FOUR meaningful sentences from the verb pattern given below.     4 × 1 = 4                                                               

  
  
  
     
14.    Fill in the EIGHT blanks of the given reservation form based on the information furnished 

below.                   8 × 1/2 = 4 
 
 Krishna Kumar, 42 years, plans to go from Mahabubabad to Chennai next Sunday by Train no. 

12760 Charminar Express, 2nd Sleeper Class.                                               

  

   

Subject Verb  Object  Object Complement  
Example: The children kept  the windows closed. 
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15. Prepare a curriculum vitae I resume I bio-data in response to the following advertisement.     
 1 × 4 = 4 

 
 
16.    Write down the procedure to apply for an Aadhaar card .                1 × 4 = 4 

OR 
Describe how one should prepare for the examinations. 

OR 
Describe how one can make a glass of orange juice. 

 
17.    Write a letter to the editor of a newspaper about the need for proper disposal of   1 × 4 = 4 
 garbage. Request him to publish an article in the editorial.      

OR 
Write a letter to the Principal of your college requesting for leave of absence for three days on the  
eve of Bathukamma festival.   

OR 
 Write a letter of complaint on the theft of your mobile in your hostel. 
 
18.    Read the following passage and make notes.                        1 × 4 = 4 
 Computers have made our life much easier. They can complete tasks at lightning speed with 
 precision and accuracy. They are used at home for work and entertainment purposes, at offices, in 
 hospitals, in government organizations and in business. 
 People can find any type of information on the internet. Educational and informative websites are 
 available and one can download books and tutorials. Many institutes are providing distance 
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 learning programs. The student does not need to come to the institute. The institute provides the 
 reading material and the student attends a virtual classroom. The trend of online examinations is 
 becoming popular. Different examination like GRE, GMAT and SAT are conducted online all over 
 the world. With a computer one can manage office work at home. Reports can be submitted online. 
 The owner of a company can check the work of the employees from home. 
 Computers can be used to manage the home budget. People can easily calculate their expenses and 
 income. They can use software that can manage income and expenses and generate reports. 
 Another important use of computers at home is playing games. These games are a source of 
 entertainment and recreation and can improve one's mental capability and thinking power. People 
 can watch movies, listen to songs, and watch videos. They can also watch live matches on the 
 internet. .Besides, they can chat with friends and family on the internet using different software 
 like Skype. They can interact with friends over social media websites like Face book and Twitter. 
 They can also share photos and videos with friends. 
  The use of computer technology in business provides many facilities. Businessmen are using 

 computers to interact with their customers anywhere in the world. 
 
19.    Mark the stress for ANY EIGHT of the following words.              8 × 1/2 = 4 
 (i) emission   (ii) grammatical   (iii) courageous 
 (iv) canteen   (v) footprint    (vi) themselves 
 (vii) adjective   (viii) confusion   (ix) again 
  (x) continue 
 
20.    (i) Write a dialogue between a teacher and a student who raises a doubt.   1 × 4 = 4 

OR 
 (ii) Write a dialogue between a passenger and a conductor on issuing a ticket to a child of under           
       five. 

OR 
 (iii) Write a dialogue between two students discussing the different things their grandparents do        
        for them. 
 
 
 

 
wish you all the best
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Total No. of Questions – 20    Regd.  
Total No. of Printed Pages – 6    No. 

 

ENGLISH 
PAPER-II 

Model Paper – III 
Time : 3 Hours                                      Max. Marks : 100 

SECTION – A 
1.      Annotate ANY TWO of the following in about 100 words each.   2 × 4 = 8  
 (a) 'I am your teacher, and I'm the one you should criticize if I fail to maintain the standards I  
      demand of you.' 
 (b) Great novels always make one think, because they are pictures of life painted by great minds. 
 (c) Gandhiji said that the greatest lessons in life are learnt from children, not from learned men. 
 (d) Thought without action is abortion. Action without thought is folly. 
 

2.      Annotate ANY TWO of the following in about 100 words each.    2 × 4 = 8 

 (a) . . . . . . . . . . . . Give thy thoughts no tongue,  
      Nor any unproportioned thought his act. 
 (b) Open the windows, son, 
       And let me go back to sun and air, 
 (c) especially at the very lowest and saddest times,  

     there was only one set of footprints. 
 (d) Otherwise, why is the bamboo tasteless, and the sugarcane sweet? 

 

3. Answer ANY TWO of the following questions in about 100 words each.                 2 × 4 = 8 
 (a) What kind of freedom does Azim Premji recommend to the children of India? 
 (b) 'You will be treated not as children, but as young men and women, by me and by each other."  
       Why does the speaker say this? Who is being addressed? 
 (c) The mere act of aiming at something big makes you big. Elaborate. 
 (d) According to Aim Premji, in what ways is a child different from adults? 
 
4.      Answer ANY TWO of the following questions in about 100 words each.                  2 × 4 = 8 
 (a) The earth knows how to do magic! Support this statement with examples from the poem. 
 (b) Explain where and when the speaker notices two sets of footprints. 
 (c) What does the poet mean when he says, "….Beware of entrance to a quarrel, but being in,         
        be ar't that the opposed may beware of thee."? 
 (d) What kind of place? What is that place? 

     Describe it with its sights, smells and sounds. 
 

5.      Answer ANY TWO of the following questions in about 100 words each.                 2 × 4 = 8 
 (a) What does the elder brother say when he believes that success is about to make his younger  
      brother feel proud? 
 (b) While in jail, what did Mallaiah come to know about his father and his sister? 
 (c) What did Mrs. Srivastava tell Mrs. Bhushan about the bank? How did the news spread in  
       Pipalnagar? 
 (d) Is the title of the story 'Awakening' appropriate? Explain. 
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SECTION – B 
 
1. Read the following passage carefully and answer ANY FOUR questions given after it.                   

                    4 × 1 = 4 
 
 Sometimes I start weeping at his rebuke. Sometimes I even wonder if he isn't right after all about 
 my wasting father's hard-earned money. Sometimes it leads to a resolve to mend my ways. A fresh 
 time table is drawn up and time is allocated to each subject according to its importance. But 
 drawing up a time table is quite different from working to it. Within a couple of days the 
 enthusiasm wears off and the old habit of playing takes hold of me again. The refreshing open air, 
 the green fields and the feeling of being alive and independent which the fields always inspire in 
 me is irresistible. 
 
 (i) Why does the narrator start weeping at times? 
  (ii) The speaker sometimes agrees that he is wasting father's hard earned money. Say true or false. 
 (iii) What does he decide to do at times? 
 (iv) What is quite different from ‘drawing up a time-table’? 
 (v) List the things that draw the speaker into the play ground. 
 (vi) Write the synonym of 'uncontrollable' from the passage. 
 
7.      Read the following passage carefully and answer ANY FOUR questions given after it.                    
             4 × 1 = 4 
 
 The population of developed countries is ageing fast, and the developing world is only a few 
 decades behind. In the developed countries one person in three will be a pensioner by 2050. At 
 present, Japan has the oldest population in the world, with more than 22 per cent of its population 
 aged 65 and over. The figures clearly show that the ageing process is accelerating, with the number 
 of old people expected to double at the world level around the year 2050, has compared to 2012. 
 The challenge for the future is to ensure that they can grow old with security and dignity; they can 
 continue to participate in social life. 
 
 Incredible innovations in robotics are taking place in Japan in an attempt to make the lives of the 
 aged more comfortable. One company is developing a bed that transforms into a wheelchair. The 
 bed splits in half, with one half folding into a chair and removing the need to lift someone out of 
 the bed and into a wheelchair. Another company has developed Robear, a high-tech robot which 
 uses 'paws' to help elderly people to get up or lift them out of bed into a wheelchair. These robots 
 are prohibitively expensive at present but the costs are expected to decrease over the years. 
 
 (i) Which country has the world's oldest population? 
 (ii) What is the challenge for the future with respect to the ageing population? 
 (iii) In what field are incredible innovations taking place in Japan? 
 (iv) What is Robear? 
 (v) At present what is the biggest drawback of robots like Robear? 
  (vi) The passage says that the elderly population should enjoy security and dignity. Say true or  

        false. 
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8.      Study the advertisement given below and answer ANY FOUR questions given after it.  
4 × 1 = 4 

 
 (i) The advertisement is about  (Choose the correct option) 
  (a) Indian Army   (b) Indian Airforce  (c) Indian Navy 
 (ii) Where is the New Mountain Strike Corps held? 
 (iii) How many soldiers are there in the Indian Army? 
 (iv) The Indian Army is the world’s third largest. Write true or false. 
 (v) Mention any two critical gaps given in the advertisement 
 (vi) Infantry soldiers lack modern assault rifles. Write true or false. 
 
9.      Read the pie-chart below and answer ANY FOUR questions given after it.  4 × 1 = 4 
 Students of Government Junior College, Shamshabad were taken to the zoo one day. There they 
 came to know that many animals had been classified under the 'endangered' species. The teachers 
 explained how everyone can take steps to save animals from extinction and how some measures 
 are more effective than others, The opinions of the teachers were expressed in a pie chart. 
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SAVING ENDANGERED SPECIES OF ANIMALS : 
effectiveness of measures

EDUCATING THE 
PUBLIC, 29%

REDUCING 
POLLUTION, 24%

STRICT LAWS, 
19%

VOLUNTEERNG 
WITH WILDLIFE 
CHARITIES, 14%

BOYCOTIINGEN
DAN GERED 

ANIMALS' 
PRODUCTS, 14%

 
  
 (i) What does the pie chart depict? 
 (ii) How many ways of saving endangered species of animals have been shown? 
 (iii) What is the best way to save endangered species of animals? 
 (iv) Which 2 strategies are of equal efficacy, as shown in the chart? 
 (v) What should people boycott if they want to save animals from extinction? 
 (vi) Reducing pollution is a better way to save endangered species than volunteering with wildlife  
       charities. Say true or false. 

 
SECTION - C 

 
10. Rewrite the following passage / sentences using EIGHT of the punctuation marks wherever 
 necessary.                                        8 × 1/2 = 4 
 1. i am your teacher and i think it right and proper that i should let you know something of my  
     plans for this class 
 2. at this moment the door was flung open and pamela dare rushed in somewhat breathlessly to  
     take her seat 
 
11.   Match ANY FOUR of the following words in Column ‘A’ with their meanings/definitions 
 in Column ‘B’.                4 × 1 = 4                                                                      

(i) iconoclast  ( ) (a) one who is well versed in many languages 
 (ii) loquacious  ( ) (b) well known for some bad quality 
 (iii) mercenary  ( ) (c) talking a lot or too much 
 (iv) notorious  ( ) (d) concerned with making money at the expense of ethics   
 (v) optimist  ( ) (e) one who attacks established and cherished beliefs 
 (vi) polyglot  ( ) (f) one who looks at the bright side of things 
 
12.    Use ANY FOUR of the following idioms/phrases in sentences of your own.       4 × 1 = 4                                                                      
 (i) keep at arms length  (ii) leave no stone unturned 
 (iii) paddle your own canoe  (iv) wild goose chase 
 (v) blow one’s horn   (vi) burn the midnight oil 
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13.    Make FOUR meaningful sentences from the verb pattern given below.     4 × 1 = 4                                          
      

Subject Transitive 
Verb 

Direct 
Object 

Preposition 
(to/for) 

Indirect 
Object 

 

 
Example: I sent a message to him 

 
14.    Fill in the EIGHT blanks of the given bank form based on the information furnished below.                                            
                    8 × 1/2 = 4 
 You are Mr. Srinivas, staying at Vidyanagar, Adilabad. You want to purchase some books from 

‘Vandana Book Store’, Karimnagar. Apply for a Demand Draft of Rs. 4000/- today in favour of the 
book store payable at the SBH Karimnagar Branch. The exchange to be paid is Rs. 40/-. 

 
 
15. Prepare a curriculum vitae in response to the following advertisement.   1 × 4 = 4 
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16.    Describe the process of opening an account in the bank.                1 × 4 = 4 
OR 

Describe how one should prepare for a job interview. 
OR 

Describe how your elder brother got a Driving License. 
  

17.    Write a letter to the publisher of a bookhouse, asking him to send you the required study material 
for EAMCET.            1 × 4 = 4 

OR 
 Write a letter to the Tahasildar to restore your village tank (lake) under "Mission Kakatiya". 

OR 
 Write a letter of complaint to the commissioner of your municipality regarding the bad condition of 
 a road that needs immediate repair. 
 

18.    Read the following passage and make notes.                        1 × 4 = 4 
 Renewable energy resources are being used all over the world. Brilliant minds have devoted their 
 lives to finding resources that do not leak greenhouse gases into the ozone layer and which do not 
 cost large amounts of money. Hydro energy, solar energy, wind energy, energy from bio mass and 
 bio fuels are viable alternative sources of energy. They are clean sources of energy and have lower 
 carbon emissions compared to conventional sources of energy such as fossil fuels. What 's more, 
 the energy generated is nearly 80% renewable. 
 Harnessing the power of moving water to generate electricity, known as hydroelectric power, is the 
 largest source of emission-free , renewable electricity worldwide and has been used over the ages. 
 Solar power is another excellent energy resource. The sun gives us free rays. so why not use them 
 as a power source ? Solar power is trapped by special rows of panels which take in the energy of 
 the sun and provide power for homes. In places which are windy, powerful wind turbines have 
 been constructed to provide energy. The turbines are big towers with three prongs which are 
 pushed around by the wind. This produces energy. The largest 'wind farm' in the world is in 
 Denmark. 
 Biogas is a popular source of energy in some countries. In Vietnam, cow and pig manure and waste 
 is washed into a drain , where the gas is allowed to gather through pipes, then leak into a large  
 'bag,' which is situated above the stove . The methane (the gas produced by the cow and pig 
 manure) is then stored and used as fuel. This procedure is environmentally friendly. Biomass fuels 
 used today come in the form of wood products, dried vegetation, crop residues, and aquatic plants. 
 Biomass has become one of the most commonly used renewable sources of energy in the last two 
 decades. 
   

19.    Mark the stress for ANY EIGHT of the following words.              8 × 1/2 = 4 
 (i) because  (ii) volunteer  (iii) tuition  (iv) courteous  
 (v) billionaire  (vi) ability  (vii) station  (viii) bad tempered  
 (ix) export (n)  (x) center 
 

20.    (i) Write a dialogue between two friends on the measures that should be taken to curb sound      
      pollution.           1 × 4 = 4 

OR 
 (ii) Write a dialogue between a philanthropist and a donee about the need for charity. 

OR 
 (iii) Write a dialogue between two students discussing their difficulties in carrying too many text           
        books to college every day. 

wish you all the best  
                    


